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ABSTRACT 

The Chinese government has become Africa’s most important economic partner 

across trade, investment, infrastructure financing, and aid. While China’s increasing 

economic engagement with Kenya has encouraged more and more bilateral labor 

movements, the Chinese government’s collaboration with the Kenyan government remains 

top-down. This study expands existing studies on global remittances and migration to 

produce a more micro-level analysis of Chinese migrants’ engagement in the local financial 

market through the lens of remittances. By reviewing vast literature on migration and 

remittances and conducting interviews with nineteen Chinese migrants and one Kenyan 

scholar, I argue that Chinese migrants’ remittance behavior is impacted by a multitude of 

considerations, including their social and political experiences in the host community. 

While some migrant entrepreneurs recognize the importance of documenting remittances 

through official channels, structural barriers to using formal remittance channels remain. 

Moreover, this study’s findings suggest that informal remittance services were used 

to cope with colliding policies in the migration process. When it comes to remittances 

spending priorities, different from previous studies that emphasize the importance of 

family living expenses, most interviewees in this study are more concerned with individual 

investments, such as real estate. Through researching remittances, I also describe the 

diverse and complex scope of South-South migration and the upward income mobility it 

has unlocked for migrants in developing states. Overall, to build transparent, efficient, 



iv 

affordable, and secure bilateral remittances corridors, Chinese and Kenyan governments 

need collaborative efforts in areas including RMB usage, mobile banking services, and 

migration support. Only in this way can we truly fulfill the “win-win” rhetoric on the 

grassroots level.  
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Introduction 

The Chinese government has become Africa’s most important economic partner across trade, 

investment, infrastructure financing, and aid. These increasing state collaborations have attracted 

an estimation of over a million Chinese citizens, including thousands of private entrepreneurs, to 

the African continent. These private migrant business owners work from retail and factories to 

farming and profoundly impact the continent’s development 1 . China’s engagement is so 

multifaceted that no other country has such depth and breadth of exchanges with African states2. 

Therefore, this study explores Chinese’ business owners and workers migrants’ social-economic 

experience in Africa through the remittances market in Kenya.  

Remittances provide an opportunity to understand the increasing Sino-African economic and 

political engagement on an individual level. It examines the micro-level motives shaping 

individual migrants’ decision to choose between formal and informal remittances channels. In 

contrast to formal remittance mechanisms, an informal remittance channel implies the lack of 

support systems, low integration rate, existence of policy contradictions, and barriers to financial 

service between Chinese and Kenyan economic engagement on the grassroots level.  

I focus on Kenya because it is one of the fastest-growing economies in sub-Saharan Africa 

with strategic superiorities over its fellow Eastern African states, including a stable 

macroeconomic environment, positive investor confidence, and a resilient services sector. 3 

 
1 David Pilling and Emily Feng, “How Chinese Entrepreneurs Are Quietly Reshaping Africa,” OZY (The Financial 

Times, April 5, 2019), https://www.ozy.com/around-the-world/how-chinese-entrepreneurs-are-quietly-reshaping-

africa/93519/. 
2 Kartik Jayaram, Omid Kassiri, and Irene Yuan Sun, “The Closest Look Yet at Chinese Economic Engagement in 

Africa,” McKinsey &amp; Company (McKinsey & Company, June 28, 2017), https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-

insights/middle-east-and-africa/the-closest-look-yet-at-chinese-economic-engagement-in-africa. 
3 “Kenya Overview,” July 31, 2020, https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/kenya/overview. 
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Moreover, China is Kenya’s largest trade partner 4. Their economic collaboration has created 

market potentials, which attracted Chinese ranging from social elites to construction workers to 

pursue new opportunities in Kenya. While China’s increasing economic engagement with Kenya 

has encouraged more and more bilateral labor movements, the Chinese government’s collaboration 

with the Kenyan government remains top-down. As such, this partnership dynamic provides an 

ideal opportunity to decouple Chinese private migrants from inter-state high-level policies and 

geopolitical interests.  

This study expands existing studies on global remittances and migration to produce a more 

micro-level analysis of Chinese migrants’ engagement in the local financial market through the 

lens of remittances. I conducted this research with both literature review and data collected through 

virtual interviews with Chinese migrants in Kenya. In-depth interviews were conducted with 

nineteen Chinese nationals that either own businesses or have jobs in Kenya; I also interviewed 

one Kenyan scholar. Overall, this study provides a grass-root level examination of existing 

structural constraints faced by Chinese migrants in participating in the formal remittances process. 

I argue that Chinese migrants’ remittance behavior is impacted by a multitude of considerations, 

including their social and political experiences in the host community. Moreover, they also use 

informal remittance channels to cope with colliding structural constraints in the migration process. 

These include conflicting visa and currency exchange regulations, vicious business competition, 

and integration challenges. The result of this my study suggests that the Chinese and Kenyan 

government should develop collaborative and tangible support for migrant entrepreneurs and 

 
4 “Kenya Trade,” World Integrated Trade Solution Data (The World Bank), accessed December 2, 2020, 

https://wits.worldbank.org/countrysnapshot/en/KEN. 
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workers and increase their remittances corridors’ transparency, efficiency, convenience, and 

security. 

The thesis is organized as follows: first, I outline the existing literature on Chinese migrants 

in Africa and their history in Kenya. Second, I review existing literature on migrants’ economic 

motivation in theory and practice and the increasing role of financial incentives among the Chinese 

diaspora in Africa. Thirdly, I present existing research on remittances to mainland China and 

identifies current literature gaps in Chinese remittances. Next, I explore opportunities and many 

obstacles in the quest to accessing affordable and transparent remittance mechanisms and broader 

financial services by Chinese migrants in Africa. Then I explore Chinese migrant’s remittance 

experience in the context of South-South migration. Finally, I outline the contributions to existing 

academic and policy discourse in informal remittances institutions and propose future researches 

on migrants’ remittances behavior and migration experience.  
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Chapter 1: History of Chinese Migrants in Africa 

Remittances are closely studied alongside migration patterns and flows. Therefore, to study 

remittances from Kenya to China, it is essential to review the Chinese migration history in Africa. 

This section focuses on existing literature on different Chinese migration trends to African states, 

including changes in their geographical, educational, and professional backgrounds. It also 

presents the history of migration and state engagement between China and Kenya.  

Chinese Presence in Africa in History 

Most of the existing literature studying migration patterns explains why Chinese people 

move to higher-income countries instead of developing states. Therefore, this chapter explores the 

current literature on Chinese diaspora in Africa and introduces Chinese history in Kenya. Among 

existing studies, scholars historicize and categorize Chinese’s presence in Africa in different ways. 

Following the purpose of this paper, I introduce Emmanuel Ma Mung’s identification of three 

types of Chinese migrants to Africa:  

1) a labor migration within the frame of public work by big Chinese enterprises,  

2) an entrepreneurial migration composed mainly of traders, and  

3) a proletarian migration in transit in Africa waiting for opportunities to go on to European 

countries.5  

Based on remittances needs, I primarily focus on the first two categories with special attention 

towards migrant business owners in this study’s literature review and data collection. 

 
5 Emmanuel Ma Mung Kuang, “The New Chinese Migration Flows to Africa.” Social Science Information 47, no. 4 

(December 2008): 643–59. https://doi.org/10.1177/0539018408096452, 644. 

https://doi-org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1177/0539018408096452
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There are also scholars who study Chinese diaspora in Africa by their migration timeline. 

For instance, Chris Alden argues that the changing pattern of migration from China to the African 

continent can be divided into three distinctive waves.6 The first wave started in the nineteenth 

century during the peak of European imperialism and colonial administrations. The British shipped 

several thousands of migrants from south-east China to South and southern Africa and Madagascar 

as gold mine laborers because of the low cost and strong work ethic. The second wave started later 

in the 1940s. As a result of Kuomintang's loss in the Chinese civil war and the establishment of 

the People's Republic of China (PRC), both parties started to establish foreign aid projects to 

establish legitimacy in the international society. The third wave is migration movement under the 

current bilateral state-level projects in public infrastructure and natural resources. Chinese traders 

and workers were attracted by increasing economic opportunities in African countries.  

Despite the different ways of historicizing Chinese migrants in Africa, there are three 

common agreements among existing literature. First and foremost, China’s presence in Africa 

started much earlier than the 21st century. For example, Park’s work argued that the earliest account 

of Chinese migrants’ presence in Africa was led by the  with the Dutch East India Company in the 

mid- to late- 17th century7. Moreover, Li Anshan’s book records Chinese migration to Africa up 

until the beginning of 20th century with vast number of historical documents.8  

Another consensus is that Mao’s early international anti-capitalism, anti-colonialism, and 

solidarity with the Third World campaigns led to the initial surge in Chinese workers’ and 

specialist’s presence in Africa. One of the biggest projects was the TAZARA railway, which linked 

 
6 Alden, Chris. China in Africa . London ;: Zed Books, 2007. p.50 
7 However, it is also important to recognize that Chinese migrants to South Africa from this period were either 

eventually repatriated to China or gradually integrated into the local mixed race population. See Yoon Jung Park, 

Chinese Migration in Africa, Occasional Paper (South African Institute of International Affairs, 2009), 

https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ. P. 2 
8 Anshan Li, A History of Overseas Chinese in Africa to 1911 (New York, NY: Diasporic Africa Press, 2012). 

https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ
https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ
https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ
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the port of Dar es Salaam in east Tanzania with the town of Kapiri Mposhi in Zambia's Central 

Province. It eliminated Zambia's landlocked economy from white-minority governments and their 

rails and ports, including Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), Angolan, and South Africa.9 According to Jamie 

Monson, the TAZARA railway is an “anti-apartheid railway, a symbol of revolutionary solidarity 

and resistance to the forces of colonialism, neo-colonialism, and imperialism.10”  

Lastly, the national economic reform and open-up policy initiated by Deng Xiaoping in the 

second half of 20th century has diversified the Chinese’s presence in terms of their motivations, 

skill sets, education, lengths of stay, and provincial origins. Under this change, migration became 

possible for ordinary Chinese people, and Chinese migrants’ geographical origin started to move 

from coastal areas to inner China. Moreover, in terms of migration motivation, state representation 

and geopolitical interests have decreased compared to the growing individual economic incentives. 

Compared to people went to Africa in an earlier period, their capacity is also more diverse, 

including entrepreneurs, traders, petty business owners, and skilled and unskilled laborers. Lastly, 

they also have various financial capacity. Some of them came to sub-Saharan Africa to seek their 

fortunes without government assistance and, in some cases, at considerable risk. For instance, past 

field research in South Africa indicates that many young people took out loans for large sums of 

money and ended up spending years to repay.11 

 
9 Rosen, Stanley. “International Relations -- Chinese Foreign Policy: Theory and Practice Edited by Thomas W. 

Robinson and David Shambaugh.” Washington: Cambridge University Press, June 1, 1995. p.287 
10 Jamie Monson, Africa's Freedom Railway: How a Chinese Development Project Changed Lives and Livelihoods 

in Tanzania (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2011), 2. 
11 Yoon Jung Park and South African Institute of International Affairs, Chinese Migration in Africa, Occasional 

Paper (South African Institute of International Affairs, 2009), 

https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ. P. 6 

https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ
https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ
https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ
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Chinese in Kenya 

Kenya has been an early African participant of Belt and Road Initiative and the third-largest 

recipient of Chinese loans in African continent, which includes 9.8 billion USD.12 

The earliest interactions between Chinese and African people likely took place in East Africa, 

most likely in Kenya, during the Ming Dynasty (1368 - 1644). The first Chinese ships sailed to 

Africa under the command of Chinese captain Zheng He. He landed on the east coast and brought 

back goods and animals, such as a giraffe. "According to legend, one of two Chinese trade vessels 

sank near the island of Lamu. Survivors are believed to have settled in Kenya and married local 

Kenyan. In 2005, Chinese experts "confirmed" a Kenyan girl's Chinese ancestry, and the Chinese 

government gave her the scholarship to study medicine in China.”13 

Nowadays, Kenya is one of the steadiest growing economies in East Africa, and China has 

continued to increase its engagement with the Kenyan government. According to the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China, “Exchanges and cooperation between the two 

countries in business, education, culture, press, and other fields continued to deepen. New progress 

was made in mutually beneficial cooperation in rail, environmental protection, new energy, and 

other areas.”14  

In terms of communication and cultural exchange, the Chinese government places Kenya in 

a strategic high-position with notable high-level exchanges. It launched both the first agricultural 

Confucius Institute worldwide and China Daily's African edition in Kenya. In terms of 

 
12 “China Is Thinking Twice about Lending to Africa,” The Economist (The Economist Newspaper, June 29, 2019), 

https://www.economist.com/middle-east-and-africa/2019/06/29/china-is-thinking-twice-about-lending-to-africa. 
13 Malia Politzer, “China and Africa: Stronger Economic Ties Mean More Migration,” Migration Policy Institute, 

August 6, 2008, https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/china-and-africa-stronger-economic-ties-mean-more-

migration. 
14 “Kenya” (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of People’s Republic of China, n.d.), 

https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/wjb_663304/zzjg_663340/fzs_663828/gjlb_663832/3014_664044/. 
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infrastructure development, the Chinese government has financed and constructed the Mombasa-

Nairobi standard gauge railway (SGR) passenger train, which is named “a new symbol of China-

Africa friendship” by Chinese Foreign Minister, Wang Yi,15 the Thika super highway, and the 

Lamu Port South Sudan Ethiopia Transport (LAPSET).  

Moreover, state-level corporations have created opportunities for civil society participation. 

In December 2017, the China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, China-Africa 

Development Fund, Kenya Investment Authority, and Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & 

Industry co-organized the China-Africa Industrial Capacity Cooperation Exhibition. It was a four-

day event with 60 companies and 18 provinces in China16. Moreover, in April 2019, the Kenyan 

Ministry of Trade and Industry, Kenya Embassy in China organized the Kenya-China Business 

Forum. This day-long event brought Kenya's government and private sector to meet potential 

investors from China17. More recently, despite the impact of COVID-19, the China – Central & 

Eastern Africa (Kenya) International Trade Digital Expo took place in November 2020, a 10-day 

online event with virtual participation of 1026 companies18.  

Though the Chinese and Kenyan governments have enabled and encouraged bilateral labor 

and capital mobility, official mechanisms on the ground that support labor and capital movements’ 

greater transparency and security remain in question. After examining the history and complexity 

 
15 “Wang Yi: Mombasa-Nairobi Railway Can Be a New Symbol of China-Africa Friendship” (Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs of the People's Republic of China, November 1, 2020), 

https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/wjb_663304/zzjg_663340/fzs_663828/gjlb_663832/3014_664044/3016_66404

8/t1731190.shtml. 
16 “2017 China-Africa Industrial Capacity Cooperation Exposition Held in Nairobi,” China-Africa Business 

Council, December 2017, http://en.cabc.org.cn/?c=news. 
17 Xin Xu, ed., “Kenya to Organize Business Forum in China to Woo Investors,” Xinhua, April 4, 2019, 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/africa/2019-04/04/c_137950153.htm. 
18 “China – Central & Eastern Africa (Kenya) International Trade Digital Expo Opens Grandly in Beijing” (China 

Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT), November 2, 2020), 

http://en.ccpit.org/info/info_402881177463a9830175886187a7014c.html. 
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of Chinese diaspora in Africa especially Kenya, I continue to discuss Chinese migrants’ theoretical 

economic motivation in participating in the diaspora in the next chapter.   
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Chapter 2: Economic Motivations in Theory 

In order to analyze remittances behaviors, it is essential to understand the economic 

motivation behind migration. In the past decade, air traffic between Africa and China jumped six 

hundred thirty percent.19 What drew people from China to Kenya? What rewards, challenges, and 

opportunities are they expecting? To better understand this phenomenon, this section examines 

four popular theoretical models of economic motivations behind migration in general and one 

migration theory based on contemporary evidence. Overall, existing   

Theoretically, there is a broad agreement among scholars across academic disciplines that 

one of the primary causes of voluntary migration is economic motivation. First, neoclassical 

economic analysis emphasizes the role of differing wages and unemployment rates in influencing 

an individual's decision to migrate. Based on this argument, countries are categorized by their 

income level, and "high wage countries" are supposed to draw migrants away from "low-income 

countries." Therefore, according to the neoclassical economic analysis, the value of migration is 

understood by the difference between the expected living standard abroad and staying at home. 

Secondly, the segmented labor market theory considers employers' demand in developed countries 

for cheap, lower-skilled workers from abroad; this demand creates bifurcated labor markets in host 

countries. This is to say, in receiving societies, natives dominate the high-skill, high-wage upper 

stratum, and the low-skill, low wage stratum is dominated by immigrants. Third, the world systems 

theory assumes that world-systematization integrates societies into a single capitalist system. Poor 

countries are on the economic "peripheral," and the wealthier ones are the "core." From here, this 

theory argues that globalization is the driving force behind international migration, as it attracts 

 
19 Youyou Zhou, “Air Traffic between China and Africa Has Jumped 630% in the Last Decade,” Quartz Africa 

(Quartz, August 6, 2019), https://qz.com/africa/1675287/china-to-africa-flights-jumped-630-in-the-past-nine-years/. 
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people from the periphery to the core. Finally, the "new economy of migration" framework focuses 

on risk management and economic diversification at the household level. Based on this theory, 

migration is a conscious strategy by household heads to diversify the source of their households' 

income. Remittances’ goal is to protect themselves and their kin from the climate and market 

conditions' vagaries.  

The above mentioned four economic theories explain human spatial mobility with 

generational consensus. However, most of these theories were established before the 21st century, 

when human had less mobility. Moreover, most of their evidence was based on the context of 

South-North migration, 20  which falls short to recognize the complexity within South-South 

migration. For instance, based on the aforementioned theories, migrants are more likely to move 

to a higher-income country for the income opportunities. However, in the case of Chinese in Kenya, 

they moved to a lower-income country that is somehow able to provide higher income for 

themselves.  

One challenge in further testing these theories’ applicability on Chinese migrants in Kenya 

is the lack of data. The actual number of Chinese in Kenya remain unclear. Due to the difficulty 

of data collection, the fluid nature of migration, and the lack of monitoring capacity, the accurate 

number of Chinese migrants in Kenya remains in question. For instance, in 2017, the Global 

Knowledge Partnership on Migration and Development (KNOMAD) reported 1,487 Chinese 

migrants in Kenya21. However, during the COVID-19 outbreak in 2020, when Kenyan people 

 
20 Gilbert, Alan, and Josef. Gugler. Cities, Poverty, and Development : Urbanization in the Third World . 2nd ed. 

Oxford ;: Oxford University Press, 1992. P.66-67.  
21 “Emigration,” 2017, https://www.knomad.org/data/migration/emigration. 
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urged the government to place restrictions on China's flights, the media has exposed that "tens of 

thousands of Chinese are living in Kenya."22  

Overall, existing  have various yet limited applicability to the situation involving Chinese 

migration to various African countries and other parts of the developing world. Having introduced 

existing theoretical frameworks on immigrants’ migrant motivations here, I move on to discuss 

Chinese migrants’ motivation in reality with empirical data in the next chapter.   

 
22 Palash Ghosh, “Coronavirus Update In Africa: Nigeria Confirms First Case, Kenya Bans Flights From China,” 

International Business Times, February 28, 2020, https://www.ibtimes.com/coronavirus-update-africa-nigeria-

confirms-first-case-kenya-bans-flights-china-2930972. 
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Chapter 3: Migration Motivation in Reality 

Migration can be explained in terms of push and pull factors. To understand why and how 

Chinese migrants remit, it is first essential to study migration motivations. This section examines 

factors encouraged migration in both history and contemporary China. Based on existing literature, 

I conclude in section that Chinese emigration has been increasingly autonomy-based, financially-

driven, with greater diversity in geographic origins and marital status. Whether these conclusions 

are applicable to this study will be examined based upon the interviews with Chinese migrant 

business owners based in Kenya.  

Economic and Political Motivations for the Chinese Diaspora in Africa 

As a result of both the Chinese government's domestic policy and Kenya's economic 

development, four key factors enabled and encouraged many Chinese individuals to emigrate to 

Kenya: 1) the increases in the cost of labor and domestic income gaps in China; 2) increasing 

income gap and inequality within each province; 4) the PRC's liberalization of emigration control, 

and 3) economic potential on the continent, including in Kenya.  

First, China's domestic economy is transitioning from a labor-intensive and manufacturing 

economy to a knowledge-based economy. This process has raised labor and production costs, 

created industrial overcapacity, and resulted in more stringent environmental standards for Chinese 

manufacturers and factory owners23. These factors push business owners to seek lower wages and 

competent labor forces outside of China, where there is less competition and higher profit margins. 

For instance, according to the Ministry of Commerce of the People's Republic of China 

 
23 Irene Yuan Sun, The next Factory of the World: How Chinese Investment Is Reshaping 

Africa (Boston, MA: Harvard Business Review Press, 2017). 
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(MOFCOM), between 2000 and 2015, there are more than 1,000 registered, Chinese-owned 

manufacturing factories in Africa producing glass, recycled steel, ceramics, gypsum board, textiles, 

dyeing, tanneries, and shoes.24  

Second, China's economic reform and its following rapid urbanization process generated 

growing income gaps both within the country and each province. In 1978, President Deng 

Xiaoping initiated a gradual capitalist-oriented economic growth strategy called "socialism with 

Chinese characteristics." This strategy's benefit was the nine fold increase in per capita income25, 

a significant poverty population reduction, and significant improvements in the standard of living 

nationwide. However, it also created ever-growing income inequality nationally and within each 

province. As a result, when home province's economic opportunities reach saturation, citizens are 

motivated to migrate both inside and outside of China following income opportunities. 

Among Chinese migrants in Africa, popular province of origin are urban areas such as 

Shanghai and inner provinces such as Jiangxi, Sichuan, Hunan, and Liaoning, Jilin, and 

Heilongjiang north-east China 26 . According to Map 1 and Map 2, these areas are also 

province/cities with higher poverty and income inequality rates. Jiangxi, Sichuan, and Hunan have 

3 to 4.9 percent poverty rate. Hunan, Shanghai, Liaoning, Sichuan, Fujian, Heilongjiang have high 

intra-state income inequality ranging from 0.348 (Hunan) to 0.546 (Heilongjiang). In these cases, 

the internal income-gap, the lack of upward economic mobility at home, and the fear of being left 

behind in developing a competitive economy in their home province create push factors for 

emigration. 

                      

 

 
24 David Pilling and Emily Feng, “How Chinese Entrepreneurs Are Quietly Reshaping Africa,” OZY (The Financial 

Times, April 5, 2019), https://www.ozy.com/around-the-world/how-chinese-entrepreneurs-are-quietly-reshaping-

africa/93519/.  
25 Alden, Chris. China in Africa . London ;: Zed Books, 2007. P. 10 
26 Alden, Chris. China in Africa . London ;: Zed Books, 2007. P. 55 

https://www.ozy.com/around-the-world/how-chinese-entrepreneurs-are-quietly-reshaping-africa/93519/
https://www.ozy.com/around-the-world/how-chinese-entrepreneurs-are-quietly-reshaping-africa/93519/
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Figure 1: Rural Poverty Rate, By Province, 2017 

Source: National Bureau of Statistics, Poverty Monitoring Report of Rural China, 201827 

Figure 2: Intra-Province Income Inequality, 202028 

Data Source: each province’s official report 

 

 
27 “Rural Poverty Rate, by Province, 2017,” UNICEF China, 2018, https://www.unicef.cn/en/figure-211-rural-

poverty-rate-province-2017. In 2017, 53.6 percent of the rural poor population was concentrated in the western 

region, with a total number of 16.34 million. There are seven provinces each with a poverty population of over 2 

million. Guizhou has the largest poverty population, with 2.95 million. Xinjiang has the highest poverty rate, which 

is 9.9 percent. Gansu, Guizhou, Tibet and Yunnan also have a poverty rate above 7 per cent. The average poverty 

rate in western rural areas in 2017 was 5.6 per cent, much higher than in the eastern and central regions.  
28 数据小子 Sjxz. “全国各省份省内贫富差距程度排行榜，看看最富与最穷的城市相差有多大。然而广东并

不是最严重的省份。.” bilibili, July 1, 2020. https://www.bilibili.com/s/video/BV1Mz4y1X7W6.  

https://www.unicef.cn/en/figure-211-rural-poverty-rate-province-2017
https://www.unicef.cn/en/figure-211-rural-poverty-rate-province-2017
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Third, since the 1980s, the Chinese government began implementing gradual changes in the 

country’s emigration policies. These policies encouraged labor emigration and reconfigured the 

government's relationship with overseas Chinese. According to Xiang Biao, in 1986, the state 

passed three pieces of legislation that enabled both internal and international mobility for its 

citizens29. First, the government canceled life-tenured employment and enabled contract jobs, 

which allowed individuals to seek and quit jobs. This policy directly encouraged the surge in labor 

emigration. Secondly, in the same year, the government introduced national ID cards (身份证) for 

the first time. This has profound impacts on individuals' ability to travel overseas, because it allows 

people to apply for official documents such as passports, to open bank accounts, and to purchase 

airline tickets. Third, the government expanded the accessibility of passports by allowing 

individuals to apply for private passports. Before this policy, only employees of the state and public 

institutes were allowed to have passports. Later in 2002, the government broke its monopoly on 

labor exports and allowed individuals and overseas employers to apply for labor export licenses. 

Overall, these policies enabled an increasing population of all backgrounds to participate in 

emigration and labor migration.  

Following the increase of emigration since the 1980s, the Chinese government developed 

diaspora engagement policies in the early 2000s. However, a significant theme of Chinese 

government’s diaspora engagement strategy is its focus on technology transfer and state capacity 

building; they serve overseas scholars and professionals instead of capital movement. These 

policies include: assisting Chinese migrants at destination by maintaining contacts, protecting their 

rights, and providing for their security; building bilateral agreements on labor migration with 

countries such as Japan, Russia, South Korea, and Malaysia for regulation and protection purposes; 

 
29 Xiang Biao, Emigration Trends and Policies in China: Movements of the Wealthy and Highly Skilled. 

Washington, DC: Migration Policy Institute. P. 11 
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introducing return and reintegration policies through financial incentives, returning assistance, and 

recruitment drives; and promoting diaspora engagement initiatives. As a result, past research has 

argued that remittances are almost never mentioned in policy discussion in China.30  

Finally, the African continent has exciting economic potential, abundant raw materials, and 

trade incentives that are not available in China. According to a Chinese business owner in Ogun, 

Nigeria, "it is like the China of the 1970s and 1980s when you could open a business and maybe 

earn a fortune. Those kinds of fortunes are not possible in China today.”31 Besides development 

opportunities, Chinese entrepreneurs are also attracted to the continent for its abundance of raw 

materials. For instance, companies have moved to Ethiopia for their high-quality leather and lower 

wages. Moreover, African states' trade agreements with western importing countries have provided 

Chinese companies incentives to relocate. This includes the increasing number of Chinese garment 

companies in Tanzania and Lesotho, which have tariff-free exports to the United States (U.S.) 

under the African Growth and Opportunity Act 32and European Union’s “Everything but Arms” 

Program. As aforementioned, Kenya also has its strategic advantages in attracting foreign 

investment, including its climate, political stability, attractive investment incentives, and economic 

potential.  

Over the past few decades, Chinese entrepreneurial migration has become a noticeable 

immigrant community in many sub-Saharan states, a crucial element in various economic sectors, 

and an integral part of the local social landscape. Literature on newer generation of Chinese 

 
30 Xiang Biao, Emigration Trends and Policies in China: Movements of the Wealthy and Highly Skilled. 

Washington, DC: Migration Policy Institute. P. 14 
31 David Pilling and Emily Feng, “How Chinese Entrepreneurs Are Quietly Reshaping Africa,” OZY (The Financial 

Times, April 5, 2019), https://www.ozy.com/around-the-world/how-chinese-entrepreneurs-are-quietly-reshaping-

africa/93519/.  
32 David Pilling and Emily Feng, “How Chinese Entrepreneurs Are Quietly Reshaping Africa,” OZY (The Financial 

Times, April 5, 2019), https://www.ozy.com/around-the-world/how-chinese-entrepreneurs-are-quietly-reshaping-

africa/93519/.  

https://www.ozy.com/around-the-world/how-chinese-entrepreneurs-are-quietly-reshaping-africa/93519/
https://www.ozy.com/around-the-world/how-chinese-entrepreneurs-are-quietly-reshaping-africa/93519/
https://www.ozy.com/around-the-world/how-chinese-entrepreneurs-are-quietly-reshaping-africa/93519/
https://www.ozy.com/around-the-world/how-chinese-entrepreneurs-are-quietly-reshaping-africa/93519/
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migrants in Africa shows conflicting directions of Chinese’s migration motivations and Chinese 

government’s diaspora engagement policy. While the state has been shying away from remittances 

in its service, its people appears to be increasingly economically driven in making migration 

decisions. This gap has made remittances and income redistribution more relevant in studying 

Chinese migrants’ challenges overseas. To further this discussion, the next chapter concerns 

existing studies on international remittances and Chinese remittance history.   
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Chapter 4: Researching Remittances to China 

There are various ways a migrant can send remittances. Internationally, according to the 

Social Science Research Council, there are two types of remittances. First, formal remittances refer 

to "those remittances which enter a country through official banking channels" 33  Secondly, 

informal remittances are "those money transfers which occur through private, unrecorded 

channels.”34 Remittances have gained increasing attention worldwide and contributed to poverty 

alleviation and life improvements on both household and national levels. They have benefits such 

as "relaxing budget or credit constraints in origin households and providing opportunities for 

income redistribution and poverty reduction in origin communities or countries."35 However, it is 

also a complex issue as it touches on visa, tax, and customs regulations. More importantly, it is 

also subject to increasing financial scrutinization and constraints due to the illegal nature of other 

types of cross-border money transaction activities, including money laundering. As a result, vast 

remittances senders are discouraged from legal financing services due to global regulations 

relating to anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT), lack of 

access to banking services, and high costs.36 In response to these systematic constraints, many 

migrants have turned to informal banking institutions as a coping mechanism.  

Because of the complex nature of sending remittance, it provides an entry point for analyzing 

Chinese migrants' economic motivations and engagement with local financial services. This 

chapter examines the following aspects concerning Chinese migrants' remittances behaviors: 1) 

 
33 Topic 4 – Formal vs. Informal Remittances (Brooklyn, NY: Social Science Research Council, March 2009). 
34 Topic 4 – Formal vs. Informal Remittances (Brooklyn, NY: Social Science Research Council, March 2009). 
35 Filiz Garip, “An Integrated Analysis of Migration and Remittances: Modeling Migration as a Mechanism for 

Selection.” Population Research and Policy Review 31, no. 5 (July 5, 2012): 637–63. 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11113-012-9246-5. P. 638 
36 “Data Release: Remittances to Low- and Middle-Income Countries on Track to Reach $551 Billion in 2019 and 

$597 Billion by 2021,” October 16, 2019,  

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11113-012-9246-5
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motivations for migrant entrepreneurs and workers to send remittances in theory; 2) difficulties of 

calculating remittances; 3) challenges of sending money in the global south; and 4) existing studies 

on Chinese remittances. 

Remittances Motivation in Theory 

This section inspects four popular theories on remittances motives. For migrants, very often 

remitting is an act of altruism, which means that they remittance is a way to improve their 

households’ welfare. The second explanation is the exchange motive, which argues that migrants 

use remittances to buy services from other household members to secure future inheritances (assets) 

from the family. This theory is most applicable when the migrants plan to eventually returning to 

sending communities. Thirdly, there is the insurance motive, which means that remittances are a 

form of arrangement between the migrant and the household to diversify their family’s financial 

risk. Fourth, investment motivation implies that remittances are repayment for past loans, 

especially debt caused by migration. This includes education loans and travelling expenses such 

as air travel.  

However, similar to the difficulty in testifying the theoretical framework of migration, the 

study of remittances is also challenged by the lack of data transparency.  

Calculating Remittances  

In analytical studies on migrant remittances, it is essential to acknowledge the difficulty of 

data collection and calculation37. In conducting this research, the author has reached out to the 

KNOMAD at the World Bank for a statement on existing remittances records. In response, 

 
37 Note that this research does not investigate the overall volume of remittances flow between Kenya and China or 

the interviewees' remittance amounts. 
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KNOMAD shared their current, ongoing bilateral remittance data with a note that highlighted six 

caveats relating to recording bilateral remittances. This includes:  

1. “The data on migrants in various destination countries are incomplete. The migrant stock 

data is drawn from the Bilateral Migration Matrix, which is itself based on UN Population 

Division and National Census data. These are by nature updated infrequently and may not 

appropriately capture sudden changes in migrant stock. 

2. The incomes of migrants abroad and the costs of living in the migrants’ country of origin 

are both proxied by per capita incomes in PPP terms, which is only a rough proxy. The 

estimates do not consider micro-data and underlying distributions of incomes or skills 

among the migrant population. Family circumstances in the home country cannot be 

accounted for which can affect the magnitude and frequency of remittances sent. 

3. Remittance behavior of second-generation migrants who may be recorded as native-born 

in the remittance source country are not accounted for. 

4. There is no way to capture remittances flowing through informal, unrecorded channels. 

5. It does not account for cases where remittances may be miscalculated due to accounting 

errors arising from confusion with trade and tourism receipts; 

6. It may also include cases of retirees moving to certain countries and taking out (remitting) 

their life long savings.38” 

In 2018, the World Bank recorded a record high in formal international remittances received by 

low and middle-income countries (LMICs)39. Based on these caveats, the actual global remittances 

flow was much higher if we include all informal remittances flows. Although this study does not 

 
38 Letter to Danchen Xu. World Bank KNOMAD Staff Estimates, Bilateral Remittance Matrix, November 16, 2020. 

The World Bank does not guarantee the accuracy of the data provided. 
39 “Record High Remittances Sent Globally in 2018,” World Bank, August 4, 2019, 

https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2019/04/08/record-high-remittances-sent-globally-in-2018. 
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concern itself with remittances column and individual interviewees’ remittance amount, it is still 

important to acknowledge these caveats, as they present the difficulty and potential inaccuracy in 

existing quantitative studies on remittances. Moreover, it proves the value of qualitative research 

on remittance for its ability to provide a more effective description of existing remittance corridors 

between China and Kenya.  

After reviewing the complexity of remittances and challenges in remittances study globally, 

for the subject of this research, it is important to examine remittances in the context of South-South 

migration. 

South-South Remittances 

According to Skeldon40, Chinese global migration has been targeting on Southeast Asia, and 

then North America, Europe and Australasia since the open up of economic and migration policies 

in China. As a result, many existing historical documents and studies on Chinese migration are 

created based on the context South-North migration41. However, as showed in previous chapters, 

theories and understandings developed based on South-North migration may not be applicable to 

understanding the labor movement between China and Kenya. Therefore, in this section, I present 

the complex nature of exchanges among developing nations in the context of South-South 

remittances.  

One central theme of sending remittances between developing countries is the high cost. 

Major identified RSPs in sub-Saharan African countries are commercial and state-owned banks, 

 
40 Ronald Skeldon, “China: From Exceptional Case to Global Participant,” migrationpolicy.org (Migrant Policy 

Institute, April 1, 2014), https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/china-exceptional-case-global-participant. 
41 According to the World Bank's definition, countries in the global South are those with low to middle incomes, 

while the countries of the North are high-income. And the migration between developing countries is called South-

South migration. See William Shaw and Dilip Ratha, “South-South Migration and Remittances,” September 4, 2007, 

https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/south-south-migration-and-remittances. P. 37 

https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/south-south-migration-and-remittances
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Money Transfer Operators (MTOs), exchange bureaus, post offices, savings and credit 

cooperatives, microfinance institutions, telecommunication companies, retail stores, travel 

agencies, and informal providers such as transport companies, friends, and relatives. 42 According 

to prominent international financial institutions such as the World Bank, costs of South-South 

remittances are much higher than those of North-South. According to the Remittance Prices 

Worldwide Database, the average cost of sending $200 to LMICs was 6.8 percent in the second 

quarter of 2019.43 Sub-Saharan Africa continues to have the highest average price, at about 9 

percent. 44 

The high costs are mostly due to the under-developed remittances mechanisms in the region. 

Despite its diversity, RSPs remain underdeveloped in the global south . This is a result of the lack 

of competition in the remittance market, weak financial development in general, and high foreign 

exchange commissions at both ends of the transaction.45  

The second important theme in South-South remittances is the high participation in informal 

remittances channels. High remittances fee leads participation in informal remittance channels, 

which decreases data transparency and adds risks to migrants' remittance safety. One prominent 

example is the case of South Africa-China. Bilateral remittances between these two nations are 

calculated to be one of the highest-cost remittance corridors worldwide. It has a 25% sending cost, 

consisting of a 19 percent international transfer fee and 6 percent foreign exchange (FX) margins. 

 
42 Mohapatra, Sanket, and Dilip Ratha. Remittance Markets in Africa. Remittance Markets in Africa. Herndon: 

World Bank Publications, 2011. https://doi.org/10.1596/978-0-8213-8475-6. P. 56 
43 “Data Release: Remittances to Low- and Middle-Income Countries on Track to Reach $551 Billion in 2019 and 

$597 Billion by 2021,” October 16, 2019, https://blogs.worldbank.org/peoplemove/data-release-remittances-low-

and-middle-income-countries-track-reach-551-billion-2019. 
44 “Data Release: Remittances to Low- and Middle-Income Countries on Track to Reach $551 Billion in 2019 and 

$597 Billion by 2021,” October 16, 2019, https://blogs.worldbank.org/peoplemove/data-release-remittances-low-

and-middle-income-countries-track-reach-551-billion-2019. 
45 Ratha, Dilip; Shaw, William. 2007. South-South Migration and Remittances. World Bank Working Paper No. 

102. Washington, DC: World Bank 

https://doi.org/10.1596/978-0-8213-8475-6
https://doi.org/10.1596/978-0-8213-8475-6
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This is to say, to send 200 USD from South Africa to China, one needs to pay the bank around 

51.08 USD46. This cost is approximately eight times more than the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) target of 3 percent sought to be attained by 2030. At the same time, South Africa is also 

identified as one of the hotspots of informal money transfer markets. Despite its high risk, 

according to one source, most Chinese merchants have used informal channels at least once47. In 

2011, a joint raid between the Absa Group Limited (ABSA) and the South African government 

allegedly seized 41.58 million USD of informal remittances from Chinese merchants48.  

While stronger regulation can force migrants to use formal remittances channel, it does not 

solve the issues of high remittance fee and the existence of informal RSPs. Chinese migrants' 

adoption of different remittances provides an opportunity to observe the intervention points for 

policy changes and structural improvements for both Chinese and Kenyan governments.  

Existing Research on Chinese Remittances 

Past research has suggested that the overall study of remittances to China has become 

increasingly complex since World War II, as radical changes in China’s internal and international 

positions have greatly impacted Chinese migrant remittance behaviors49. This section examines 

such complexity and changes in Chinese remittances through the literature on 1) recorded remitting 

methods and 2) remittance motivations and goals. 

In studying Chinese remittances, Wu provided a more detailed description of remittance 

structures based on the remittance method. (See Chart 1) According to Wu, direct remittances 

 
46 “Remittance Prices Worldwide,” Sending money from South Africa to China - Remittance Prices Worldwide, July 

29, 2020, https://remittanceprices.worldbank.org/en/corridor/South Africa/China. 
47 Hu Shen, “南非华人地下金融,” 财新网, October 11, 2011, http://shenhu.blog.caixin.com/archives/25438. 
48 Hu Shen, “南非华人地下金融,” 财新网, October 11, 2011, http://shenhu.blog.caixin.com/archives/25438. 
49 Chun-Hsi Wu, Dollars, Dependents and Dogma: Overseas Chinese Remittances to Communist China (Stanford, 

California: Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, 1967), 17. 
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mainly refer to those carried by returners in the forms of commodities and banknotes. Indirect 

channels are more complex, as they can be further divided into three categories, which include 1) 

agent-transfer such as Shuike (水客), banks, and post offices, 2) money-transfer such as private 

remittance agents or individual service providers, and 3) commodities such as post parcels and 

medicines. Note that Wu's work was completed in 1967. Various remittance channels have evolved 

and changed since then due to technological development and China's domestic and international 

politics. For instance, Shuike used to refer to popular, cross-border currency carriers 

internationally. Nowadays, they are used only in the context between mainland, Hongkong and 

Macau. Moreover, the creation of mobile phone-based money transfer services such as the Ant 

Financial Services Group (Alipay) is also reshaping the landscape of the financial industry and created 

challenges for traditional banking services.50 With qualitative data, this research will continue to 

explore how WeChat Pay and Alipay have impacted access to both formal and informal banking 

services for Chinese migrants overseas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
50 Lerong Lu, “How a Little Ant Challenges Giant Banks? The Rise of Ant Financial (Alipay)'s Fintech Empire and 

Relevant Regulatory Concerns,” I.C.C.L.R., no. 1 (2018), 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323877493_How_a_Little_Ant_Challenges_Giant_Banks_The_Rise_of_

Ant_Financial_Alipay's_Fintech_Empire_and_Relevant_Regulatory_Concerns. 
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Figure 3: Methods and Channels of Overseas Remittances51 

 

In terms of spending priorities, by reviewing Chinese migrants' letters in the late 20th century, 

Benton, Zhang, and Liu concluded that there are some shared spending priorities among Chinese 

remittances receiving communities. The most important remittance goal is expenses on daily living; 

migrants send back bank notes to support the living expenses of their family, relatives included. 

Moreover, when it comes closer to traditional ceremonies, such as the Chinese New Year and 

 
51 Chun-Hsi Wu, Dollars, Dependents and Dogma: Overseas Chinese Remittances to Communist China (Stanford, 

California: Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, 1967), 30. 
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Lantern Festival, birthdays, and religious festivals, remittances help with observation and 

celebration. Moreover, if there were excesses, remittances help invest in real estate and pay off 

loans incurred by migration. Occasionally, because the material life and medical services in the 

migrants' host countries were "nearly always more advanced than China at the time,”52 remittances 

come in the direct form of food, clothing, and medicine.53  

Besides materials, Chinese remittances have social implications, too. Another major theme 

in Chinese migrants' remittances is the family ties. According to Zhang, migrants take pride in 

sending back a part of their earnings home as a symbol of their success.54 Moreover, in Benton et 

al.'s work, a migrant sent banknotes to his mother for her birthday. In his notes, it reads "when the 

time comes for family members to congratulate you, mother must have good meat and fish dishes 

ready, or familial affection will not be properly displayed." 55  In this case, remittances help 

migrants maintain and extend family connection and solidarity in their absence.  

Overall, Chinese migrants have a history of sending back parts of their earnings overseas. 

These remittances were then redistributed to maintain relationships with family members back 

home and support their living and ceremonial expenses. Available remittances methods constantly 

evolve with time and the Chinese government’s domestic and international politics. However, 

these literatures also suggest a theme outside of existing Western theoretical frameworks on 

remittance, which is the sense of filial piety. To have a more contemporary understanding of 

 
52 Gregor Benton, Huimei Zhang, and Hong Liu, Chinese Migrants Write Home: a Dual-Language Anthology of 

Twentieth-Century Family Letters (Hackensack, NJ: World Scientific, 2020), 115. 
53 Gregor Benton, Huimei Zhang, and Hong Liu, Chinese Migrants Write Home: a Dual-Language Anthology of 

Twentieth-Century Family Letters (Hackensack, NJ: World Scientific, 2020), 114-115. 
54 Chun-Hsi Wu, Dollars, Dependents and Dogma: Overseas Chinese Remittances to Communist China (Stanford, 

California: Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, 1967), 21. 
55 Gregor Benton, Huimei Zhang, and Hong Liu, Chinese Migrants Write Home: a Dual-Language Anthology of 

Twentieth-Century Family Letters (Hackensack, NJ: World Scientific, 2020), 119-120. 
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Chinese migrants’ remittance behaviors, the next two sections present data and analysis collected 

through in-depth interviews with Chinese migrants in Kenya.  
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Chapter 5: Research Methodology and Findings 

Due to the impact of COVID-19 and international travel restrictions, this research was 

conducted in a remote setting. I collected data through WeChat and ZOOM interviews with 

Chinese migrants in Kenya from mid-October to mid-November of 2020. Initial interviewees were 

found through the researcher’s personal and professional connections in Kenya. Through these 

contacts, further interviewees were identified through a snowball sampling method. This process 

is an interviewee outreach approach that expands the sample’s variance and enables access to 

‘natural interactional units.’56 During interviews, all interviewees provided first-hand accounts of 

existing remittance mechanisms and Chinese migrants’ primary considerations for choosing 

among different RSPs. Despite the technical challenge of conducting a remote study with a limited 

timeframe, this research provides a snapshot and illustrates some of the existing practices and 

challenges around remittances by Chinese migrant business owners in Kenya. In this research, 

various interviewees with diverse experiences and capacities were included. Moreover, to mitigate 

biases from a small sample size,  I interviewed both Chinese formal and informal RSPs in Kenya.  

Given the time constraints, the final sample contains twenty respondents (see Table 1 and 

Appendix A), including participants from various economic sectors, including trade, education, 

construction, infrastructure, banking, taxation, and food service. Note that as the result of snowball 

sampling, two of the Chinese respondents had business experience in Kenya but now live in other 

African states. Overall, I was able to interview a range of people based on gender, different lengths 

of stay in Kenya, and several provinces of origin in China57. In order to protect the interviewees 

 
56 Charles Onjumi Okumu and Anthony Fee, “Understanding the Impacts of Chinese Business Activity in Kenya 

from the Perspective of Locals,” Critical Perspectives on International Business 15, no. 4 (2019): pp. 361-389, 

https://doi.org/10.1108/cpoib-06-2019-0037, 367. 
57 China comprises 22 provinces (Anhui, Fujian, Guangdong, Guizhou, Hainan, Hebei, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, 

Gansu, Jiangxi, Jiangsu, Qinghai, Shaanxi, Shandong, Shanxi, Sichuan, Yunnan, Zhejiang, and, in the northeast 

(Manchuria), Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning), 5 autonomous regions (Tibet, the Inner Mongolian Autonomous 
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identity in this research, their specific geographic location is excluded from the data. However, 

most of the interviewees were based in urban areas with a small number in scattered rural areas. 

Another geographic characteristic of interviewees is that those who work in construction tend to 

travel or move between rural and urban areas frequently because their posts follow successful 

government contract biddings.  

The principal investigator conducted all interviews following Georgetown University’s 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) specifications, including ethics procedures relating to consent, 

privacy, and use. All interviews took place through WeChat’s video call and phone call functions 

and ZOOM at times of interviewees’ choices. Most interviews were ~120 minutes (minimum ~45 

minutes, maximum ~210 minutes) with at least one follow-up discussion through either phone call 

or the chat function of WeChat. Twenty percent of the interviewees had spoken with the researcher 

at least three times. 

Table 1: Interviewees Background 

Times 

Interviewed 
ID 

Company Size 

(Chinese and Local 

workers combined) 

Field of Business/Work Gender 

Living with 

immediate 

family member 

in host country 

Province 

Arrival 

in 

Kenya 

Remit? 

2 Cko4 4 
Trade-Food-Real 

Estate Marketing 
M N Anhui 2017 Y 

2 Cko3 5 Trade M N Heilongjiang 2014 Y 

3 Cko6 7 
Translating - 

Consulting 
M Y Jiangxi 2016 Y 

3 Cko5 11 Education M Y Jiangsu 2015 Y 

3 Ckw2 15 Accounting, Taxation F N Beijing 2017 
Refused 

to Share 

2 Cao2 18 Trade M N Hubei 2011 Y 

2 Cao1 308 
Trade, natural 

resources 
F Y Liaoning 1994 Y 

2 Ckv1 ~10 Infrastructure M N Jiangxi 2015 N 

2 Cco1 ~100 Trade M Y Zhejiang 
2008, 

2016 -- 
Y 

 
Region, the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, and the Xinjiang Uygur 

Autonomous Region), and 4 government-controlled municipalities (Beijing, Chongqing, Shanghai, and Tianjin). To 

read more: https://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/world/countries/china.html 
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Table 1 (Cont.) 

Times 

Interviewed 
ID 

Company Size 

(Chinese and Local 

workers combined) 

Field of Business/Work Gender 

Living with 

immediate 

family member 

in host country 

Province 

Arrival 

in 

Kenya 

Remit? 

2 Ckfp1 ~1000 Banking F N Guangdong 2017 Y 

2 Cko1 ~20 Insurance M N Guangdong 2012 Y 

2 Ckv4 ~20 Construction M Y Henan 2010 Y 

2 Ckf1 ~200 Natural Resources M N Shanxi 2018 Y 

1 Ckw1 ~2000 
Trade--Real Estate 

Development 
F N Hebei 2015 Y 

1 Ckv2 ~2200 Infrastructure M N Henan 2017 Y 

2 Ccfp1 ~25 
Natural Resources--

Banking 
M N Sichuan 2016 N 

3 Ckw3 ~300 Manufacturing M N Hubei 2010 Y 

2 Ckv3 ~3200 
Trade-trade-

infrastructure 
F N Gansu 2014 Y 

1 Cko2 
~50 (pre-covid), 

~20 (post-covid) 

Real Estate 

Development -- 

Restaurant, business 

consulting 

M Y Gansu 2016 Y 

 

C- Chinese National; K- Kenyan National (not included in most tables presented in the data analysis);  

c- In China; k - In Kenya; a- In other African countries; u- In the United States; o- Owner; w- Worker, 

private business by Chinese migrants; v- Worker, Chinese State Owned Enterprises (SOEs); f- Worker, 

Other Foreign Company; s- Scholar; p- Remittance Service Provider (e.g. Bank worker); 

1,2,3,4,etc.- Differentiates respondents of the same background.58 

Familial Status and Needs to Remit  

This study presents a comparably diverse representation of marital status and sex. Contrary 

to the popular assumption of supporting family in remittances goals, more than half of the Chinese 

interviewees in this study is single. Moreover, a small number of interviewees got married after 

they moved to Kenya.59 Only some were married before migrating. In terms of whether they 

migrated by themselves, most interviewees report that they are living independently regardless of 

their marital status.  

 
58 Coding method in this table is adapted from Zi and Mogalakwe’s work in 2018. See Zi, Yanyin and Monageng 

Mogalakwe. “Decoding Relationships between Chinese Merchants and Batswana Shop Assistants: The Case of 

China Shops in Gaborone.” (2018). 
59 Mostly with other Chinese expatriates and migrants. Based on the interviews, inter-racial marriages exist, but are 

not the norm. 
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However, despite the low representation of married migrants, 80% of the interviewees 

reported regular remittances to China. A later section will introduce marital status’ impact on 

remittance spending priorities. 

Table 2: Interviewees’ Marital Status 

 # % 

Married 8 0.42 

Single 11 0.58 

 

Table 3: Interviewees with at Least One Immediate Family Member in Host Country 

 # % 

Has Immediate Family in Host Country 6 0.32 

Living in the Host Country by 

Themselves60 13 0.68 

 

Table 4: Interviewees’ Response to Whether They Remit Regularly to China 

 # % 

Y 16 0.80 

N 2 0.10 

Refused to Share 1 0.05 

N/A 1 0.05 

Geographical Backgrounds 

Interviews included in this study have a diverse range of provincial origins. Besides business 

owners and workers from coastal regions in China, several migrants are from central, northern, 

and northeastern China. The data presented in Table 5 confirm that Chinese migrants’ origin 

provinces in China are shifting away from coastal regions and regions with long histories of 

diaspora to inland. This means that working and starting a business in Kenya have become more 

accessible to Chinese citizens even when they are less likely to have familial connections overseas. 

Another feature discovered in this study is that Kenya enabled migrants’ domestic mobility 

in China. For instance, one interviewee mentioned that, since he married his wife in Kenya, he was 

 
60 Interviewees whose family usually live in Kenya but temporarily moved back to China in response to COVID-19 

are counted as “has immediate family in host country.” 
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able to move his residence （户口）in China from North to a better developed region in the 

Southwest, where his wife has residency.  

Table 5: Geographical Origin of Interviewees by Region 

 # % 

East 3 0.16 

North 7 0.37 

South 2 0.11 

Central 2 0.11 

Southeast 2 0.11 

Southwest 1 0.05 

Northeast 2 0.11 

Migration Motivation  

Table 6: Interviewees’ Primary Reason for Migration 

 # % 

Economic Opportunity 11 0.58 

Personal Aspiration 6 0.32 

Marriage 1 0.05 

Family Reunion 1 0.05 

Despite its narrow sample size, this study recorded a diverse range of migration motivations. 

First of all, Chinese interviewees’ economic-driven migration to Kenya shows income mobility 

enabled by South-South migration. According to the interviews, more than half of the participants 

reported that they moved to Kenya purely for higher income. (Table 6) Though Kenya has lower 

income than China as a whole, its comparative wage advantages attract Chinese investors, 

entrepreneurs, and workers to migrate.  

Secondly, compared to empirical data on traditional migration motivations presented in an 

earlier chapter, interviewees in this study show an increasing level of individual autonomy in 

making migration decisions. For instance, a small amount of interviewees answered that their 

parents do not need financial support, and they moved to Kenya because of personal aspirations, 

such as the idea of seeing the world (见世面). According to interviewees, Kenya contributed to 
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their individual development in four ways. Professionally, all interviewees in trade, construction, 

and infrastructure sectors mentioned increasing international competitions in Kenyan market. 

Therefore, Kenya provides them professional development opportunities in an international 

environment, sometimes on high-level projects. One interviewee mentioned that “I got to meet and 

work with one of the ministers for multiple times over one of our projects. This would not be 

possible for someone my age if I stayed in China.”61 Some other interviewees chose Kenya 

because they followed the literal definition of “world,” including Masai Mara National Reserve, 

Mount Kilimanjaro, and other national parks; however, these types of thrills usually faded out 

within the first two years62. Thirdly, Nairobi shows an escape from the rapid urbanization process 

in China. Although the market in Kenya is competitive, the standard pace and workload are still 

lower compared to China. Moreover, for some interviewees, the lower cost of labor in Kenya has 

made services that are not yet affordable in China become possible, such as hiring a driver or 

nanny.63 Fourth, a few interviewees have also mentioned that moving to Kenya made  them 

overcome stereotypes learned from media on African countries prior to migration, especially in 

terms of sanitation and poverty.   

 
61 Ckv2 
62 Cko6 
63 However, interviewees also mentioned past cases of sealings and mutual distrust with locals including nannies and 

drivers. Due to the weak law enforcement institution in Kenya, they cannot retrieve their belongings back. A later 

chapter will present social experience’s impact on interviewees’ migration and remittances decisions.  
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Professional Backgrounds 

 

Figure 4: Interviewees Professional Background Distributions 

Interviewees from this study come from diverse professional backgrounds (See Chart 2). 

Trade and infrastructure remain two popular fields of occupation among Chinese migrants in 

African countries. However, contrary to the popular perception of Chinese over-representation in 

the construction sector, almost half of my interviewees came from service industries, including 

business consulting, real estate, tax, and banking.  Some of them moved with construction sector 

but later on moved to other sectors. According to interviewees who came as workers in 

construction areas but started businesses later, their background in development has provided them 

with capital, knowledge, connections, and confidence to venture into independent 

entrepreneurship.  

Interestingly, several interviewees reported that their position in Kenya was their first full-

time job after graduating from college or graduate school. Their degrees include banking, oil, gas, 

trades, English translation, and French literature.  

However, it is important to note the two types of professional mobility presented by the 

interviewees. For one thing, 32% of interviewees mentioned that they have changed jobs at least 

once after moved to Kenya. (Table 7). For another thing, 31% of the interviewees became business 
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owners from wage owners while they are in Kenya. This is in accordance with the “new 

entrepreneurial migration” theory proposed by Carling and Haugen,64 which means that migrants 

were not entrepreneurs in China, but they established their businesses as opposed to entering the 

domestic labor market upon arrival. Some business owners mentioned that they initially moved to 

Kenya as employees of Chinese state-owned, province-owned, or privately owned enterprises. 

Because of the increasing state-level engagement in development and investments between China 

and Kenya, most of these people used to work on or around infrastructure and natural resources 

sectors. After seeing economic opportunities in their host communities, they decided to quit their 

jobs or remain in Kenya after their contracts ended to start their own businesses. Their 

entrepreneurship then may or may not be connected with infrastructures. For instance, one 

interviewee moved from a Chinese province-owned natural resource company to opening a 

restaurant in Kenya. Another interviewee moved to Kenya as a translator under a privately owned 

machinery trade company and then decided to open their own truck trading business. In other cases, 

employees in external-facing positions started their consulting firms to assist other Chinese 

migrant entrepreneurs with external and administrative affairs such as visa application and taxation. 

Based on the interviews, it took an average of 2.3 years or 27 months working at a public or 

privately Chinese owned firms prior to starting their own businesses in the Kenya. However, note 

that the majority of interviewees in this thesis research are professionals with at least high school 

degrees. The true length of time to achieve independent entrepreneurial success would likely be 

much longer for those with less education such as a low-skill construction worker. 

 

 

 

 
64 Carling J & H Haugen, ‘How an African outpost is filled with Chinese shops’ unpublished paper presented at the 

Fifth International Conference of the International Society for the Study of Chinese Overseas, Denmark, May 2004. 
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Table 7: Number of Job Changes Among Interviewees 

 Stay in the same job Changed Once Changed Twice 

# 13 3 3 

% 0.68 0.16 0.16 

 

 
Figure 5: Interviewees’ Occupation by First Job in Kenya 

 

 
Figure 6: Interviewees’ Occupation During Interview 

 

Due to its limited sample size, it is impossible for this study to theorize professional 

backgrounds’ impact on remittances or migration behaviors. However, none of the interviewees 

believed that their industry affects the way they spend remittances. After reviewing interviewees’ 

background, I move on the analyze their remittances behavior in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 6: Analysis of Chinese Migrants’ Remittance Patterns 

After the above analysis of interviewees’ migration background, it is important to next 

consider their remittance behaviors. This chapter analyzes interviewees’ remittance spending 

priorities and channels. It further discusses interviewees’ primary and secondary considerations 

when choosing remittance providers. Overall, it argues that, despite economic and investment 

opportunities created by Chinese-Kenyan state collaborations, Chinese migrant workers and 

business owners face many challenges in using formal remittance channels and receive little 

official support. There are even times where informal channels become necessary for one to engage 

in formal market and remittance channels. 

In terms of remittances channels, interviewees suggest that informal channels are “very 

common” （很普遍） when Chinese migrants remit. However, there are also business owners 

motivated to participate in formal market and remittance channels because they understand the 

importance of formal remittance records to their business’s continued localization, future 

development, and increasing profits. However, to achieve this, they need long-term vision, 

language proficiency, and financial capacity and overcome obstacles posed by corruption, 

regulations, and harmful market competition. 

Remittances Goals 

What I found in terms of remittance goals was a bit different from previous studies, in that 

interviewees in this study are more concerned with individual real estate investment (55%) than 

familial living expenses (30%).  

Changes in migrants’ remittance spending priorities may be due in part to domestic economic 

development and successful poverty alleviation in China. Since migrants no longer need to support 

their parents, investments become a popular spending priority. Studies on remittances spending 
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prior to the economic reform in 1978 suggest that, for families rely on migrants’ remittances as 

the primary income, home-repair and real estate investment were only possible when there are 

excesses in sender’s budget, which was not always the case.65 In this study, however, more than 

half of interviewees listed real estate down payment and mortgage are their remittances spending 

priorities.  

Table 8: Interviewees’ Remittances Spending Priorities in China 

 # % 

Real Estate 11 0.55 

Family’s Living Expenses 6 0.3 

Parents/Relative/Siblings' Living Expenses 6 0.3 

Children's Education 5 0.25 

Car 4 0.2 

Entertainment 2 0.1 

No Remittances 2 0.1 

Business Investment 1 0.05 

N/A 1 0.05 

Refused to Answer 1 0.05 

 

The increasing role of real estate investment in remittance spending also echoes the pressures 

brought on by rapid urbanization in China. Regardless of their migration goals, more than half 

interviewees listed real estate investment as their remittance spending priority. To these 

interviewees, real estate investment is also a way for them to maintain their connection with 

hometown and signal their plans to eventually return and reintegrate. This is true even for single 

interviewees who left to China to pursue “personal aspiration,” as remittances become their down 

payments for a condo, which is a security net for their eventual return back in China.  

The increasing role of real estate investment in remittances spending also made it an 

important deciding factor in some Chinese’s’ migrant decisions. For instance, one interviewee has 

 
65 Gregor Benton, Huimei Zhang, and Hong Liu, Chinese Migrants Write Home: a Dual-Language Anthology of 

Twentieth-Century Family Letters (Hackensack, NJ: World Scientific, 2020), 115. 
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mentioned that they will leave Kenya after they have saved enough down payment.66 Moreover, 

some also invested in real estate in Kenya,67 and they do not have foreseeable plan for reintegration.  

Remittances Channels 

In discussing Kenya's existing financial services, interviewees praised the country's political 

stability and no-foreign-exchange-control-policy, making remittances to China much easier than 

neighboring countries such as Somalia and Tanzania.  

Most interviewees reported utilizing formal remittance providers such as banks. However, 

all interviewees also reported that they or people they know have used informal remittance 

channels. Moreover, interviewees also mentioned that there are also migrants who have to rely on 

informal providers due to the lack of legal status and nature of their employment. Though such 

cases were not directly identified in this research, interviewees suggested that this is a persistent 

issue for many migrants in Kenya.  

Informal remittances mechanisms include  

• Shadow/underground banks (地下钱庄);  

• private remittance agents; and  

• one-on-one currency exchange between friends and acquaintances. 

According to the Financial Stability Board, shadow banking is defined as ‘credit 

intermediation involving entities and activities outside the regular banking system.’68 This is to 

say, shadow banks are financial middlemen who provide similar services to those provided by 

 
66 Ckv1 
67 A small number of them mentioned that they are homeowners in Nairobi. One mentioned that they also own a 

second condo and collect rent as another source of income.  
68 Sharma, Shalendra. “Shadow Banking, Chinese Style.” Economic Affairs (Harlow) 34, no. 3 (October 2014): 

340–52. https://doi.org/10.1111/ecaf.12086. 341. 

https://doi.org/10.1111/ecaf.12086
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banks but function partially or entirely outside of the traditional commercial banking sector. 

Therefore, they are either lightly regulated or not regulated at all.69  

Private remittance agents function similar to shadow banks but with a narrower scope of 

services. These are individuals with accounts in both country who provides money transfer 

services, and interviewees have mentioned that none of these service providers had fixed business 

addresses. Precisely because of this, they have more flexibility regarding time and location to meet 

up. However, a common feature between shadow banking and private remittance agents is its high-

risk for both RSPs and senders, as frequent foreign exchange transactions make ones account more 

likely to be monitored by banks in China and Kenya. A majority of interviewees have mentioned 

that government officials and banks' increasing scrutiny in both countries have increased the risk 

of losing remittances.  

One-on-One exchanges mostly take place between relatives and friends. It is more reliable 

and efficient than shadow banks because of personal connections. For people who do not know 

each other but have similar needs, there are also WeChat groups where people join to post group 

messages and identify other migrant business owners and workers whenever they need foreign 

currencies. One-on-one currency exchange is most helpful when it comes to small and quick 

transfers or urgent situations.  

According to the interviews, most informal remittances channels involve official financial 

services including WeChat Pay, Alipay, and/or bank accounts. Moreover, mobile banking service 

providers such as WeChat Pay and Alipay act as agents that connects informal services to formal 

banking institutions. For instance, one interviewee has received RMB immediately on WeChat 

after putting cash in the agent’s account.  

 
69 Sharma, Shalendra. “Shadow Banking, Chinese Style.” Economic Affairs (Harlow) 34, no. 3 (October 2014): 

340–52. https://doi.org/10.1111/ecaf.12086. 341. 

https://doi.org/10.1111/ecaf.12086
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Compared to formal RSPs such as banks, informal remittances are considered high-risk for 

both the service providers and business owners. First, informal processes do not have an 

overseeing body, and thus, the service provider cannot be held accountable. One interviewee 

mentioned that there had been cases where the owner of a “shadow bank” took all the money and 

fled Kenya, in which case the business owners had to accept that they lost their remittances. Second, 

informal transactions sometimes require business owners to carry their income in cash to the 

service provider or to deposit in the provider’s bank account. Considering Kenya’s weak law 

enforcement and low public security condition, many business owners expressed their concerns 

over their safety and security while carrying large amounts of cash. Thirdly, both the Chinese and 

Kenyan governments have recently implemented policies to tighten their monitoring and 

restrictions on offshore informal money transfers. These initiatives have led to an increasing 

number of frozen accounts in China and Kenya, which resulted in lost remittances.  

Table 9: Primary Remittance Channels by Interviewees 

 # % 

Bank 13 0.65 

Private/Informal RSPs 11 0.55 

No Remittance 2 0.1 

Friend-to-Friend 2 0.1 

Refused to Answer 1 0.05 

N/A 1 0.05 

M-Pesa 1 0.05 

It is worth noting that informal currency exchange is a common practice for both Chinese 

and Kenyans. In doing business with Chinese companies, Kenyan companies have also used 

informal payment channels. Kenyan business is recorded to import more than 4 billion USD worth 

of products from China annually. In response to the high opportunity cost and fees, Kenyan 
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business owners pull cash from bank counters and then use informal transmitters to pay their 

Chinese vendors. This is especially true for businesses who are medium or smaller in scale.70  

Reasons for Choosing Between Remittances Channels 

According to a majority of the interviewees, they choose between formal and informal 

channels based on a multitude of considerations. (Table 10) For instance, while they do enjoy 

informal channels’ benefits of convenience and lower-cost, using formal channel is crucial if the 

company wishes to grow in a sustainable way.  

Table 10: Identified Pros and Cons of Various Remittance Channels 

 Advantage Disadvantage 

Banks 

Time-Consuming 

longer processing time, slow staff 

productivity, long waiting time, etc. 

(0.37) 

Cumbersome Procedure and Paperwork 

visa, tax documentation, customs 

documentation, etcc. 

(0.53) 

No foreign exchange controls 

(0.32) 

No RMB Reserve 

(0.47) 

Convenient 

(0.05) 

High-cost 

(0.42) 

Secure 

(0.32) 

Language Barrier 

(0.26) 

Informal/Shadow Banks (Friend-

to-friend, WeChat Pay, AliPay, 

and Bank transfers through private 

agents, etc.) 

Low-Cost 

better exchange rate, little or no fee, etc. 

(0.37) 

High Risk 

scam, safety, account closure, etc. 

(0.42) 

Time Saving and Faster Transfer 

(0.58) 

Future Tax Audit Issues 

(0.37) 

Convenient and Accessible 

(0.63)  

Local Mobile Banking Services 

(M-Pesa, Simba Pay) 

Fast 

(0.11) 

Not accepted among Chinese migrants 

(0.11) 

Convenient 

(0.05) 

High-cost for large transactions 

(0.05) 

 

 
70 Jake Bright, “SimbaPay Launches Kenya to China Payment Service over WeChat,” TechCrunch (TechCrunch, 

November 28, 2018), https://techcrunch.com/2018/11/28/simbapay-launches-kenya-to-china-payment-service-via-

wechat/. 
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Moreover, based on their own experience and their acquaintances, there are structural, 

technical, and linguistic barriers that impede foreigners from entering into the formal remittances 

process. According to the interviews, there is no established, official assistance to help migrants 

navigate through the transformation from informal to formal sectors. To cope with these challenges, 

informal remittances channels have helped migrant business owners adapt to formal markets, 

including building compliance in colliding foreign exchange policies by China and Kenya.   

RSPs’ Accessibility  

A majority of Chinese migrants mentioned that they prioritize convenience and accessibility 

in choosing remittance providers. This is especially true for transactions of small amounts or urgent 

circumstances, including a family member' illness and unexpected urgent spending. In these cases, 

informal remittance channels have more advantages and are thus utilized. These cases include 

private remittance providers and friend-to-friend exchanges. 

When discussing responsiveness, interviewees mentioned that while banks have predictable 

operational hours, informal remittance agents are available almost 24/7. Moreover, for migrants 

with limited transportation means, private providers are more flexible with locations to meet up.  

Though Kenya’s online service providers have increased accessibility to banking for 

Kenyans, Chinese business owners have limited integration with local online banking. In Kenya, 

the most successful mobile money transfer system is M-PESA71. Its SMS-based system enables 

users to deposit, send, and withdraw funds using their mobile phones. As a result, customers do 

not need to pay for registration or have a bank account, and they can transact at any country’s 

agent outlets, such as a corner store. However, only one interviewee has mentioned that they use 

 
71 “M -Money Channel Distribution Case – Kenya.” International Finance Corporation. The World Bank Group, n.d. 

http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/832831500443778267/pdf/117403-WP-KE-Tool-6-7-Case-Study-M-

PESA-Kenya-Series-IFC-mobile-money-toolkit-PUBLIC.pdf.  
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M-PESA in their daily transaction in Kenya and none of the interviewees mentioned using M-

PESA in their remittances process. On the contrary, Chinese mobile paying Apps are still popular 

among Chinese populations in Kenya. For instance, some interviewees mentioned that one can pay 

at Chinese grocery stores and restaurants through scanning QR codes on owners’ WeChat Pay or 

Alipay accounts. This is a preferred way of transaction in smaller establishments such as grocery 

stores and restaurants, as it removed the burden of remittances for Chinese business owners. 

Trust 

The adoption of underground banking comes with a trade-off in terms of reduced financial 

stability. Despite the high risks, more than half of the interviewees reported that they are using 

informal remittance channels. Almost all interviewees mentioned that they have seen people 

around them actively using informal service providers for remitting monies to China. In these cases, 

trust is a significant factor in explaining the popularity of remittances within migrant communities, 

despite the insecure nature of informal channels. 

Many interviewees mentioned that when it comes to their income, they have more trust in 

fellow people (自己人) than official institutions, which are mostly owned by Kenyans, British, or 

Kenyan-Indians. Besides the fact that they speak the same language, the close-knit nature of 

Chinese migrant communities provides a layer of security. This is to say, if an RSP gets caught 

conducting fraudulent actions in providing remittance, their business will quickly be rejected by 

other Chinese in Kenya. As one interviewee has pointed out, the Chinese migrants are all in a 

“small circle,” （圈子很小）and scamming one another is equivalent to social suicide. Based on 

this interview, the time-honored tradition of particularism and collectivism in Chinese culture has 
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introduced inherent trust among migrants of the same origins and facilitated the adoption of 

informal remittance channels.  

Secondly, many Chinese migrants have no options but to use the informal sector because 

their lack of work authorization in visa status (discussed in further detail in a following section) 

and/or language proficiency does not allow them to use official bank services. Therefore, despite 

the increasing challenges and risks in participating in unofficial channels, some migrant workers 

are left with no other options.  

Lastly, according to an informant who used to be a remittance agent, instead of steering 

people away, the sense of both being in risky, informal sectors has also create a sense of 

comraderies for the service provider and migrant workers.  

Language Barrier 

Another factor determining migrants’ remittance channels is their own language ability and 

the language spoken by the service provider. When sending remittances through banks in Kenya, 

migrants need decent English reading comprehension to fill out paperwork during the initial 

account registration, remittance paperwork, and annual inspections. Further, they also need 

sufficient spoken English skills to communicate with bank staff during each transaction. However, 

many interviewees responded that Chinese migrants’ English proficiencies vary based on their 

backgrounds. For instance, a significant number of Chinese workers in Kenya do not have 

sufficient English proficiency to comprehend intricate banking terminology and conditions. This 

is especially true among workers in sectors such as construction that do not interact directly with 

local Kenyans.  
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Although bigger formal RSPs in Kenya, such as the Standard Charter Bank72, has hired 

Chinese nationals to directly assist Chinese clients in Kenya, RSP informants disclosed that they 

are instructed to serve “big clients” （大客户）such as Chinese SOEs and big private investors. 

As of now, their office does not have the capacity to directly provide services to individual 

migrants. 

According to the interviews, there are various costly ways to overcome these barriers. For 

bigger businesses, the owners hire accountants with language capacity to work with banks, tax, 

and other relevant departments. For small to medium-sized businesses, owners contract financial 

works to external accounting firms owned either by local companies or Chinese owned consulting 

firms. For Chinese workers in international or larger companies, their income is handled by 

companies’ financial departments. Those who do not have access to such support networks tend 

to use informal Chinese remittance providers when they need to send money home.  

Visa Status 

When discussing the reason for choosing between remittances channels, many interviewees 

mentioned the constraints posed by visa status. Because business legitimacy creates visa 

sponsorship, Chinese migrant workers and business owners need to participate in the formal 

economy to have in legitimate visa application documents. Visa status then determine whether 

migrant workers can participate in official remitting channels, as documented visa status is a 

prerequisite for opening a bank account in Kenya. The lack of official visa status has deterred 

many migrant workers from sending money back to China through formal mechanisms. This 

means that the majority of Chinese remittance from Kenya remains uncounted and invisible.  

 
72 Note that the Standard Bank Group’s largest shareholder is the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China 

(ICBC) with a 20.1 percent shareholding. 
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According to Ma Mung, the 21st century has registered a notable but largely undocumented 

increase in migration flows from China to North and sub-Saharan Africa.73 This is in keeping with 

state of the Chinese community in Kenya, which includes both documented and undocumented 

migrants. Some interviewees mentioned that more than half of the migrants in Kenya are 

undocumented. On the one hand, some is due to the legal status of certain businesses or professions. 

For instance, one interviewee mentioned that sex workers from China are only in Kenya for a few 

months with illegal occupations, therefore, they cannot and will not open a bank account. For 

others, they are discouraged from the application process by the lengthy application process, 

corruption, and language barriers.  

Although the Kenyan government has developed a comparably convenient online visa 

application system, the application process itself is lengthy and full of uncertainties. The cost of a 

working permit in Kenya is also high. Currently, the cost of obtaining a two-year Class D working 

visa in Kenya74 is more expensive than obtaining a three-year H1B working visa in the United 

States75. Moreover, a consensus among all interviewees is that “tipping” visa issuance authorities 

can result in significantly shorter processing time cutting wait times from two years to as little as 

three months. The “tips” are usually higher than the original application fees, and the issue of petty 

corruption will be further examined in a later section.   

 
73 Emmanuel Ma Mung Kuang, “The New Chinese Migration Flows to Africa.” Social Science Information 47, no. 4 

(December 2008): 643–59. https://doi.org/10.1177/0539018408096452, 644. 
74 According to informants in this study, the cost of a Class D working visa including fees to agents ranges from 

5000 USD to 6000 USD. This is in accordance to the information that a Kenyan Employment permit costs around 

5000 USD provided by ShiledGeo, a global employment organization, on https://shieldgeo.com/work-permits-visas-

overseas-workers-kenya/#:~:text=Kenya%20Work%20Visa%20Cost,local%20expert%20to%20assist%20you. 
75 Which is less than 5000 USD depending on the amount of attorney fee with application fee ranging around 2460 

USD, see quote from an immigration attorney's webpage https://www.hooyou.com/h-1b/h1b_filingfee.html and an 

analysis from a Fintech, migration service company here https://www.stilt.com/blog/2018/08/h1-b-visa-fees/.  

https://doi-org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/10.1177/0539018408096452
https://www.hooyou.com/h-1b/h1b_filingfee.html
https://www.stilt.com/blog/2018/08/h1-b-visa-fees/
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Coping with Colliding Foreign Exchange Policies 

Private currency exchange and remittances are practiced in response to contradicting policy 

stipulations. In this study, interviewees identified a scenario where they have to rely on private 

currency exchange with laoken （老肯）76
 to achieve legal documents and start a business in 

Kenya.  

First, due to the high cost of formal currency exchange, strict anti-money laundering 

regulations in China, and the absence of RMB reserves in Kenyan banks, many newcomers 

struggle to invest in Kenya with RMBs. To begin in Kenya, they have to have enough assets in 

their Kenyan account to receive a visa. However, the Chinese government's foreign exchange 

control prohibits its nationals from moving large assets overseas. In these situations, new migrants 

have to exchange RMB with other Chinese business owners in Kenya for Kenyan shillings or USD. 

In these cases, newcomers would send their RMB to the established migrant’s account in China, 

via WeChat Pay, Alipay, or bank account, in exchange for Kenyan shillings to start their business. 

For instance, the Class G visa, which is the class for specific trade, business, or consultancy, 

requires the applicant to provide documentary proof of capital to be invested of at least 100 

thousand USD. However, the Chinese government does not allow an annual private foreign 

exchange amount of more than 50 thousand USD per person unless there is a documented business 

purpose. As a result, Chinese entrepreneurs are trapped in a system where they have to adopt ways 

to work around the contradicting regulations between them. This is when the use of private 

currency exchange comes into effect.  

 
76 “Laoken” is a term created and very commonly used by Chinese in Kenya. It refers to Chinese who have spent a 

significant longer time in Kenya. According to one interviewee, someone is automatically considered a laoken if 

they have spent almost ten years in Kenya. There is also “xinken” (新肯) which is used to describe someone that has 

just arrived Kenya.  
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According to informants in this study, migrants react to colliding policies based on 

information provided by other Chinese migrants with more experience in Kenya. Some of these 

are done on a pro-bono basis or between informal social networks, and others opened consulting 

companies that act as consultant for new business owners and local government.77 So far, there is 

little evidence of support from official entities such as Chinese embassy or Kenyan government in 

overcoming these conflicting requirements during the entrepreneurial migration process.  

Petty Corruption 

Another consideration that deters migrants from remitting through banks is the corrupt 

practices of local Kenya officials. Interviews in this study suggest that corruption among Kenyan 

officials enables and encourages foreign business owners and investors to participate in informal 

market economy instead of improve their business transparency.  

Corruption is almost endemic in Kenya. According to the World Bank's Enterprise Survey, 

41.6 percent of firms identified corruption as a major constraint in doing business in Kenya, which 

is higher than the global average of 32.8 percent.78 Moreover, 23.9 percent of firms reported that 

they had experienced at least one bribe payment request when dealing with Kenyan government 

officials, which is also higher than the global average of 16.3 percent.79 On an individual level, 

25.1% of interviewees told Afrobarometer that they have to pay a bribe, give a gift, or do a favor 

for a government official in order to get a required document.80 As a reporter described, the life of 

 
77 As introduced in the next section, not all fees go to the consulting agents, for cases including visa applications, a 

significant proportion of these charges goes to tips  for local officials to “get things done.” 
78  “Enterprise Surveys Data for Kenya,” World Bank, 2018, 

https://www.enterprisesurveys.org/en/data/exploreeconomies/2018/kenya. 
79 Ibid.  
80 Note that 48.5% of the respondents did not apply for any documents in the specific timeframe during the survey. 

To see more, see Afrobarometer Round 8 Survey in KENYA in 2019. Institute for Development Studies University 

of Nairobi. 
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Chinese business owners in Kenya consists of "extortions from the police and City Council, 

inspected by the department of immigration, constant moving, etc."81  

In this study, many interviewees described the petty extortion by local tax, immigration, and 

law enforcement officials, including the city council, as a dehumanizing experience. While one 

interviewee described Chinese as a "walking ATM without a passcode," another interviewee said, 

for police officers, "seeing a Chinese is like seeing a wallet laying on the ground." While Chinese 

might be more susceptible to extortion and corruption because of the widespread assumption that 

Chinese are on higher and better income level than the local population, many Chinese migrants 

are, in fact, vulnerable to authority's demands. For migrants with limited English proficiency, they 

are likely to comply to petty extortion in order to stay out of trouble with local authorities, 

regardless of the validity of any accusation. One interviewee stated that they have no other choices 

but look at paying bribes as a way to "pay to avoid bigger misfortune in the future" (破财消灾). 

Moreover, Chinese with uncertain visa status are particularly vulnerable to police extortion.  

On the other hand, as discussed below, government officials' extortion further discourages 

Chinese migrants from participating in official remittance channels. Although Kenya has no 

foreign exchange control regulations, access to banking services requires a valid visa and evidence 

of legal income. Many interviewees have pointed out that one would pursue informal channels to 

avoid dealing with local officials in accessing these documents.  

Petty corruption also impacts the dynamic between the Chinese and Kenyans on the ground 

level. According to an interviewee, most Kenyans do not prefer bribes to the local authority or see 

bribes as access to a privileged way of living. However, they are pushed to a corner where they 

 
http://afrobarometer.org/sites/default/files/publications/Summary%20of%20results/ken_r8_summary_of_results_20

19.pdf. 61. 
81 Hu Shen, “钱挣着了，我的家呢？,” 财新网, November 13, 2012, http://shenhu.blog.caixin.com/archives/48722. 

http://afrobarometer.org/sites/default/files/publications/Summary%20of%20results/ken_r8_summary_of_results_2019.pdf
http://afrobarometer.org/sites/default/files/publications/Summary%20of%20results/ken_r8_summary_of_results_2019.pdf
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must comply to gain access to public services. Therefore, foreign investors' ability and amenability 

to paying bribes essentially reinforces the “supply chain”, increasing government officials' 

expectations and demands for bribes. In other words, Chinese migrants' willingness and ability to 

pay bribes reinforces the assumption that all Chinese are wealthy, which in turn further encourages 

Kenyan's dislike of Chinese people at a grassroots level.  

Social Exclusion in Host Communities 

During the interviews, several interviewees have pointed out that they are not "migrants"; but 

rather they are just Chinese people in Kenya for work. The legal reason behind this objection is 

that all interviewees in this study are on working visas in Kenya. By highlighting their motivation 

as "just here to work," business owners and workers drew a line between themselves and the 

potential of becoming part of the fabric of the local society.   

When speaking about reasons caused their sentiment of exclusion, a commonly shared one is 

similar to past research finding. According to Park, treatment of Chinese in different parts of Africa 

is influenced by media and largely negative Western views.82 A majority of the interviewees 

believe local media in Kenya are manipulated by negative and western points of views. In their 

experiences, media over-sensationalize the wrong deeds of one Chinese and incite protests against 

all Chinese in Kenya. For instance, in June 2019, many Chinese traders were arrested and deported 

for selling second-hand clothes in Kenyan’s local masoko such as Gikomba, Nyamakima and 

Kamukunji without visa or permit.83 While many interviewees condemned such practices, they 

 
82 Yoon Jung Park and South African Institute of International Affairs, Chinese Migration in Africa, Occasional 

Paper (South African Institute of International Affairs, 2009), 

https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ. P. 15-16 
82 Daniel Goodkind, “The Chinese Diaspora: Historical Legacies and Contemporary Trends.” The United States 

Census Bureau, October 9, 2019. https://www.census.gov/library/working-papers/2019/demo/chinese-diaspora.html. 
83 “The Chinese in Gikomba” Business Daily Africa, June 10, 2019. 

https://www.businessdailyafrica.com/bd/news/the-chinese-in-gikomba-2253272 

https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ
https://www.census.gov/library/working-papers/2019/demo/chinese-diaspora.html
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also think it was not fair for politicians and media to “gang up against” and “expose” individual 

migrants. 

Another source of exclusion and tension is created by the controversial image of Chinese 

government’s engagement in African states. According to Ching Kwan Lee, it is problematic to 

conflate China with Chinese traders of all backgrounds in various waves of migration under the 

“China in Africa,” neocolonial, or imperialist notion.84 In keeping with Lee’s argument, a number 

of interviewees responded that even though they moved to Kenya on their own merit, they feel 

like their actions are always monitored by Kenyan colleagues and media. Their actions are treated 

by local as the representation of Chinese government. They remind themselves to be additionally 

self-conscious with their words and deeds in their dealing with local workers （夹着尾巴做人）. 

One interviewee mentioned that they warned their Chinese employees to be “nicer” and Kenyan 

employees and never yell at them like “how they would yell at other Chinese.”   

The third factor that prevents Chinese’s integration in Kenyan society is the lack of mutual 

understanding on each other’s national history. While Kenya gained independence from its 

colonial history and British mandate in 1964, China only managed to offend their “hundred years 

of national humiliation” (百年国耻)85 in 1949. However, interviews in this study show little 

grassroots evidence of mutual empathy or sensitivity towards shared national, historical trauma of 

colonial oppression. For instance, in February 2020, a Chinese migrant worker was recorded 

whipping a Kenyan worker for tardiness86, which created national backlash against racism by 

 
84 Ching Kwan Lee, The Specter of Global China: Politics, Labor, and Foreign Investment in Africa (Chicago, IL: 

The University of Chicago Press, 2017). 
85 This term is used domestically in China that refers to intervention and subjugation of the Chinese Empire and the 

Republic of China by Western powers and Japan. 
86 Amina Wako, “Chinese National Arrested after Being Caught on Camera Whipping Kenyan Man,” Nairobi News, 

February 9, 2020, https://nairobinews.nation.co.ke/hustle/chinese-national-arrested-after-being-caught-on-camera-

whipping-kenyan-man. 
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Chinese migrants87.  When discussing this incident, the majority of interviewees believed that the 

Chinese national should have “known better,” meaning that they should be smarter and more 

careful with their public acts. Only two of them shared a deeper layer of empathy towards Kenyan 

national’s traumatic history of being oppressed; among them, one recognized whipping’s 

association with slavery. Meanwhile, interviewees also experience acts of racism in their receiving 

communities. For instance, one interviewee mentioned that it is normal for them be called “Ching 

Chong” by pedestrians in public, which has then turned into “coronavirus” since the spring of 2020. 

To mitigate this challenge, one potential hope is Kenyan exchange students’ capacity to build 

cross-cultural collaborations. One interviewee88 mentioned that they hired a Kenyan student from 

an on-campus recruitment affair in China. With fluent Chinese skills and four years of experiences 

in China, he was hired to be a translator who soon prove to be able to help communicate cultural 

barriers, too.  

Despite marginal, sporadic integration progress, Chinese migrant entrepreneurs do not see 

themselves as a part of Kenyan society. This feeling has two direct influence on their remittance 

goal and mechanism. First, social exclusion experienced by Chinese migrants in host communities 

in Kenya encourages their eventual decision to return to China. When migrants plan for their 

reintegration, they become more frugal on spending in local community. One interviewee has 

mentioned that he used to enjoy learning golf in Nairobi, but he had to quit because it was too 

costly compared to his mortgage in China. Secondly, social exclusion discourages migrants from 

engaging with government representatives and overcoming institutional obstacles to participate in 

formal market economy, which further leads to their reliance on informal remittances channels. 

 
87 Ibid. 
88 Ckv1 
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Taxation As An Alternative Explanation  

To send remittances, official service providers require documentation of legal income, which 

includes proof of tax payment. Therefore, some might argue that migrants will always choose 

informal remittances channels for tax avoidance purposes. However, this research suggests a 

different relationship between tax compliance and remittances. Although formal business practices 

involve higher costs, migrant entrepreneurs still try to fulfill their tax obligations to protect the 

long-term interests in their business. In these cases, official remittances records become evidence 

of proper business conduct.  

Corroborating with Fisman and Svensson’s argument that from the perspective of private 

firms, corruption delays business development more than taxation89, a majority of interviewees 

recognize the importance of tax compliance in their company's long-term interests. Since most of 

the interviewees have demonstrated strong interests in staying in Kenya for the medium to long-

term (Table 11) until they can retire and move back to China, they expressed their willingness and 

conscious efforts to be tax compliant and pay for the more expensive remitting methods in order 

to keep up their record.  

For a Chinese migrant to be a responsible taxpayer, they need to overcome lots of 

administrative challenges. Kenya has heavy tax administrative burdens on private companies. 

According to the World Bank, firms have to make 41 additional tax payments a year (average of 

37 payments in sub-Saharan Africa). They are also expected to spend 393 hours a year compiling 

and paying tax returns, which is significantly higher than the 318 hours average in sub-Saharan 

 
89 According to Fisman and Svensson, from a firm-level, a one-percentage point increase in the bribery rate is 

associated with a reduction in firm growth of three percentage points. See ‘Are Corruption and Taxation Really 

Harmful to Growth? FirmLevel Evidence’, Journal of Development Economics. vol.83 pp. 63–75. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii /S0304387806001106 
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Africa.90 Additionally, Chinese migrants have to overcome language barriers to stay in compliance 

with the local taxation system. For instance, they have also expressed difficulties understanding 

tax laws in Kenya and communicating with tax officials during tax audits. 

Similar to a previous chapter, another struggle with taxation stem from local tax officials' 

corruption. Governmental officials in the tax department are prone to ask for tips in exchange for 

audit approval or import clearance. Official and unofficial government corruption has led some 

market competition into a downward spiral. In these cases, business owners increase their market 

competitiveness by participating in informal sectors and bribing local authorities to lower their 

cost of business, which thus decreases the price of their products. Such behavior has encouraged 

other business owners to follow the same practice. In this way, tax compliance becomes a business 

vulnerability and lowers a company’s market competitiveness. As one interviewees pointed out, 

in these sectors, “moral equals bankruptcy.”91 (独善其身只有破产) 

Table 11: Whether Interviewees Will Stay in Kenya for The Future 

 # % 

Short-term (under 5) 4 0.21 

Mid-term (in the foreseeable future) 6 0.32 

Long-term (as long as possible) 6 0.32 

Permanent 0 0.00 

Moved back to China 1 0.05 

Undecided 2 0.11 

 

More broadly, the issue of tax difficulty is not a Chinese migrant issue or simply a language 

issue. The World Bank's Enterprise Surveys identifies tax as the third most significant obstacle in 

Kenya's business. In this survey, 36.1 percent of companies identified tax rate as a significant 

 
90 “Explore Economies -- Ease of Doing Business in Kenya ,” World Bank, accessed November 28, 2020, 

https://www.doingbusiness.org/en/data/exploreeconomies/kenya. 
91 Cko5 
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business constraint. An additional 20.9 percent of firms stated that they were expected to give 

“gifts” in meetings with tax officials. Both of these numbers are higher than both global and sub-

Saharan Africa averages.92 

In terms of tax policies, this research shows a low grassroots awareness of the Chinese-

Kenyan bilateral tax agreement. In 2017, the Chinese and Kenyan governments increased its 

commerce ties and signed to avoid double taxation in the two countries 93  However, only 

interviewees who are accountants have heard about this agreement. Moreover, none of the 

interviewees believe this agreement has brought any recognizable positive impacts on their 

business, tax compliance, or remittances.  

Therefore, I disagree with the alternative explanation of tax avoidance. Chinese migrants’ tax 

compliance is driven by their business interests, which are directly impacted by the legal and 

political environment in Kenya. When migrants are optimistic about their business growth, they 

are willing to participate in formal market. This research also identifies an ongoing growing 

awareness over tax law among Chinese migrant business owners, which fosters a conducive 

environment for tax compliance. These efforts include local banks and various Chinese merchant 

associations)’ (商会、同乡会)workshops on Kenyan tax laws to Chinese business owners. 

Moreover, interviewees observed constant improvements in tax officials' professionalism and 

work ethic. Overall, interviewees show optimism and a positive attitude towards more transparent 

tax law enforcement and its positive influence on their business’ sustainability and localization.  

 
92 “Enterprise Surveys Data for Kenya,” World Bank, 2018, 

https://www.enterprisesurveys.org/en/data/exploreeconomies/2018/kenya. 
93 Kenya, China sign tax treaty to boost bilateral ties. China Daily, September 22, 2017. 

https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/business/2017-09/22/content_32327917.htm.  
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Future Plans 

Even taking into consideration what interviewees claimed about their future plans, (Table 11) 

their remittance behaviors and spending priorities (Table 9) indicate that most interviewees and 

most of their acquaintances plan to return to China at some point. According to Park, “whether or 

not some number of the new Chinese migrants remains in their African host countries depends 

largely on broader issues of China’s Africa policies, state-to-state negotiations, as well as social, 

economic and political climates in particular African nations.”94 Based on the interview results, 

while none of the interviewees mentioned their reintegration depends on state-to-state policies or 

negotiations, they did emphasize on the importance of social and economic climates. Moreover, 

Many migrants have expressed that they would stay in Kenya because of the weather and 

affordability. However, they decided to remit and invest in a condo at home because of the 

corruption in local government, especially the police force. Culturally, many of them are also 

making plans to move back home, in keeping with the time-honored Chinese saying, “falling 

leaves return to the root” (落叶归根). In terms of timing, many migrants make these decisions 

based on their professional growth, economic position, marital status, medical services, and 

political conditions in Kenya.  

Limitation of Analysis 

One limitation of this research is that it does not explore the number of remittances sent by 

interviewees. This results from the limitations of virtual research and trust-building in an online 

setting due to the COVID-19 health pandemic constraints.  

 
94 Yoon Jung Park and South African Institute of International Affairs, Chinese Migration in Africa, Occasional 

Paper (South African Institute of International Affairs, 2009), 

https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ. P. 15 

https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ
https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ
https://books.google.com/books?id=NL04ngAACAAJ
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Other limitations or potential biases of this study come from its sample size. The data in this 

thesis cannot represent all Chinese’s experience in Kenya. There were attempts to overcome 

limitation of sample size was with question design, where interviewees are asked of their friends 

and relatives’ feedback, and recruiting RSP informants. However, there are still biases that are 

more difficult to overcome. For instance, the literacy level of interviewees in this study cannot 

represent all Chinese in Kenya. While most of the interviewees have college degrees, some have 

graduate degrees from institutions in the U.S., France, and Australia, they have pointed out that 

Chinese business owners in Kenya have various literacy levels and English proficiencies. 

Therefore, the respondents’ view on various remittances channels cannot represent Chinese in 

Kenya from all education backgrounds.   
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Conclusions and Suggestions  

This work explored overseas Chinese’s remittances behavior through interviews with 

Chinese migrant business owners and workers in Kenya. Overall, this study identifies three 

informal remittances channels in Kenya: Shadow/underground banks, private remittance agents, 

and one-on-one currency exchange between friends and acquaintances. Through examining both 

formal and informal RSPs advantages and shortcoming, I argue that Chinese migrants’ remittances 

behavior is impacted by a multitude of considerations encompassing both short-term and long-

term remittances needs, infrastructural issues such as access to banks, and social experience in host 

communities.  

In terms of remittances spending, my research suggests that real estate investment becomes 

a higher priority than family living expenses. In terms of social and cultural traditions, while 

traditional Chinese filial piety is still observed through living expenses for parents, interviewees 

in this study are less concerned about celebrating traditional and religious holidays.  

By studying Chinese migrant business owners and workers’ remittances habits, this study 

also sheds light on South-South migration complexity and describes South-South engagement’s 

boundaries. Different from migrants who tend to fulfill job needs on the lower end of the job 

market, which is typical in a South-North context, many Chinese migrants moved to Kenya, 

became owners of their businesses, and hired local populations. This phenomenon provides new 

challenges for migration and localization policies.  

Based on these research findings, Chinese and Kenyan governments can improve the 

following three areas to develop transparency, convenience, and security of China and Kenya’s 

remittances process.  
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Promotion of RMB 

Currently, most Kenyan banks do not have RMB reserves. This means that they will have to 

collaborate with banks in the U.S. for USD or banks in South Africa for RMB when processing 

remittance requests to China, which increased both the cost and time for remitting. Many 

interviewees have expressed that the lack of RMB localization in Kenya has been a significant 

challenge for their business and remittances. The implementation of RMB as a settlement currency 

in Kenya is crucial in overcoming the cost and barriers of currency exchange between RMB and 

Shilling.  

Merging Mobile Banking Services 

The development and promotion of digital payment and money transfer between M-PESA 

and WeChat Pay or Alipay will provide great benefit to both Kenyans and Chinese in many sectors. 

There have been efforts made on the Kenyan side to promote their banking services connection 

with Chinese apps. For instance, the Family Bank in Kenya has recently developed Simba Pay, a 

business-to-business (B2B) instant money transfer application. It is a third-party payment 

aggregator that enables funds delivery when the buyer and seller both use WeChat’s network95. 

However, as a London-based start-up company that focuses on providing service to small to 

medium-sized, Kenyan-owned businesses, Simba Pay still has a very long way to go to be accepted 

by Chinese migrants.  

 
95 Jake Bright, “SimbaPay Launches Kenya to China Payment Service over WeChat,” TechCrunch (TechCrunch, 

November 28, 2018), https://techcrunch.com/2018/11/28/simbapay-launches-kenya-to-china-payment-service-via-

wechat/. 
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Migration Support 

When speaking about public support, interviewees show common disappointment in the 

amount of assistance made available by the Chinese Embassy. According to one interviewee, there 

is no direct channel between Chinese migrants, entrepreneurs, and the Chinese embassy. When 

they tried to call the embassy for assistance, the public number went directly to automatic voice 

responses, and they were not able to speak directly with any agent after rounds of transfers -- "it is 

like they do not want to speak with you." Another interviewee has expressed doubts about China's 

long-term commitment to diplomatic partnership with Kenyan and services to overseas Chinese 

nationals, as they witnessed four different Chinese ambassadors to Kenya within their five years 

of stay. Therefore, it would be beneficial for the Chinese government to set up civic education and 

language assistances for Chinese workers and business owners in Kenya. For instance, civil 

education on interaction with local officials such as police, and tax officials and language 

assistance at banking and taxation services would go a long way.  

Suggestions For Future Researchers 

The complexity of Chinese entrepreneurial migration to Kenya creates future research 

potential from four aspects. 

Frist and foremost, future studies can explore effectiveness of different state-level policies’ 

impact on integrating migrant entrepreneurs from informal markets and remittances channels to 

formal ones. For example, from an international finance perspective, as the Chinese government 

promotes RMB's acceptance globally, future research can study the RMB internationalization’s 

impact on overseas Chinese merchants' business practice, including local tax compliance and 

currency exchange through official channels. 
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Secondly, this study’s interviewees suggest low social integration and do not consider 

themselves “migrants” but “workers.” The reason behind this statement is worthy of further 

attention from migration scholars. While this study lists how social experience in receiving 

community influences Chinese migrants’ remittances behavior, future research can focus on this 

sentiment from a migration perspective.  

Thirdly, from a conflict resolution perspective, future research should focus on ways to 

address workplace disputes and the social friction between Chinese and Kenyans. Relationship 

building and dispute mediation between these two groups may foster better Chinese integration 

results. This can be a long-term, qualitative research study with larger cohort of interviewees. It 

could conduct multi-variant analyses using participant observation methods in both Swahili and 

Mandarin Chinese to help in understanding with motivations and challenges faced by both sides.   

Lastly, building on this research's contribution to the complex dynamic between migration's 

push and pull factors in China and Kenya, more research can be done to explain factors that lead 

to Chinese migrants' eventual return to their hometown. Contrary to the media's widespread 

impression of Chinese' merchants' short-term economic-driven presence in African countries, 

interviewees in this study show more commitment to Kenya's welfare. A number of them started 

their careers in Kenya, and most of them have expressed plans to stay in Kenya for the foreseeable 

future. Our understanding of factors contributing to their eventual return or time spent in Kenya 

can benefit from more multivariate studies in longer time spans. 

In a TedTalk delivered in 2014, Leon Isaacs described migrant remittances as something that 

is “generally characterized in numbers but is a very human, life-changing story.”96 By presenting 

existing research and life-experiences of Chinese migrants in Kenya, this study hopes to raise 

 
96 The Role of Remittances in a Broader Development Context , 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWc-

hb67dLM. 
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awareness on structural challenges faced by courageous individual migrants worldwide and 

contribute to the broader understanding of state politics' impacts on private migrants. 

  



  
 

 
 

Appendix A 

Table A1: Crosstabulation Data of Interviewees 

Date 

Interviewed 

Times 

Interviewed 
ID 

Company 

Size 

(Chinese 

and Local 

workers 
combined) 

Field of 

Business/Work 
Gender Married 

Living with 

immediate 

family in 

host 

country 

Province 

Arrival 

in 

Kenya 

Industry/Occupation 

Before Coming 

Primary Migration 

Motivation 

Primary Remitting 

Channel 

11-8, 11-11 2 Cko4 4 
Trade-Food-Real 

Estate Marketing 
M Y N Anhui 2017 Factory Worker 

Economic 

Opportunity 
Bank, Private RSPs 

11-3,11-18 2 Cko3 5 Trade M N N Heilongjiang 2014 Sales 
Economic 

Opportunity 
Bank 

11-4,11-

10,11-20 
3 Cko6 7 

Translating - 

Consulting 
M Y Y Jiangxi 2016 College Graduate 

Economic 

Opportunity 
Bank, Private RSPs 

11-5,11-17, 

11-20 
3 Cko5 11 Education M Y Y Jiangsu 2015 Teacher 

Economic 

Opportunity 
Bank, Private RSPs 

11-16, 11-

17, 11-20 
3 Ckw2 15 Accounting, Taxation F Y N Beijing 2017 Accountant 

Economic 

Opportunity 
Refused to answer 

11-19, 11-

20 
2 Cao2 18 Trade  M Y N Hubei 2011 College Student 

Economic 

Opportunity 
Bank, private RSPs 

10-23, 11-

20 
2 Cao1 308 

Trade, natural 

resources 
F Y Y Liaoning 1994 Singer Marriage Bank 

10-30, 11-

19 
2 Ckv1 ~10 Infrastructure  M N N Jiangxi 2015 Graduate Student 

Economic 

Opportunity 
No Remittance 

10-22, 11-

20 
2 Cco1 ~100 Trade M N Y Zhejiang 

2008 

(high 

school), 

2016 --  

High School Student Family Reunion Bank 

10-23, 11-
20 

2 Ckfp1 ~1000 Banking F N N Guangdong 2017 College Student Personal Aspiration 
Bank, M-Pesa, one-on-one, 
and shadow banks 

11-17, 11-
18 

2 Cko1 ~20 Insurance  M Y N Guangdong 2012 College Graduate 
Economic 
Opportunity 

Bank 

11-11, 11-
20 

2 Ckv4 ~20 Construction M Y Y Henan 2010 College Graduate 
Economic 
Opportunity 

Bank, Private RSPs 

11-1,11-20 2 Ckf1 ~200 Natural Resources M N N Shanxi 2018 College Graduate Personal Aspiration Private RSPs 

11-19 1 Ckw1 ~2000 
Trade--Real Estate 
Development 

F N N Hebei 2015 College Graduate Personal Aspiration Friends, Private RSPs 

11-18 1 Ckv2 ~2200 Infrastructure  M N N Henan 2017 College Graduate Personal Aspiration Private RSPs 

10-20, 11-
20 

2 Ccfp1 ~25 
Natural Resources--
Banking 

M N N Sichuan 2016 National Personal Aspiration No Remittance 

11-17, 11-
18, 11-20 

3 Ckw3 ~300 Manufacturing M N N Hubei 2010 Accounting 
Economic 
Opportunity 

Bank 

11-11, 11-
19 

2 Ckv3 ~3200 
Trade-trade-
infrastructure  

F N N Gansu 2014 Trade Personal Aspiration Bank, Private RSPs 

11-18 1 Cko2 

~50 (pre-

Covid), ~20 

(post-Covid) 

Real Estate 

Development -- 

Restaurant, business 

consulting 

M N Y Gansu 2016 Internet Company 
Economic 

Opportunity 
Bank, Private RSPs 

11-20 1 Kus1 N/A Higher Education M   Y Mombasa  N/A N/A   N/A 

6
5
 



  
 

 
 

 Table A1 (Cont’d) 

ID 

Have used or heard 

of Informal 

Remittances 

Need to 

Support 

Family 

Spending Priorities in the 

Receiving Community 
Remit? 

Remittance/Income Spending 

Priorities in home country 

Friends'/Employees' remittances 

spending priorities  
Staying in Kenya? 

Cko4 Y Y Mortgage, child's education  Y     
At least in a foreseeable future to build 

business  

Cko3 Y Y Business Investment Y Helping family's life expenses 
Living expenses, mortgage, down 

payment for real estate 
3-5 years 

Cko6 Y Y Business Investment Y Supporting parents, Real Estate 
Supporting parents, Children's 

education, Real Estate 

Grow business till when they can move 

to North America  

Cko5 Y Y 

Education, real estate, 

business investment, 

Charity 

Y 
Real estate, Helping family's life 

expenses, child's education 

Education, real estate, business 

investment, car  
For the long-term to build business  

Ckw2 Y N   
Refused to 

Share 
    In the Foreseeable Future  

Cao2 Y Y Supporting family members Y Invest in business 
Supporting family members 

(parents, partner, children) 
For the long-term to build business  

Cao1 Y Y 

Living Expenses, 

Investment, Charity, real 

estate 

Y Children's Education in the U.S. real estate, car, college For the long-term to build business  

Ckv1   N No spending needs  N down payment for real estate   In the Foreseeable Future  

Cco1 Y N Business investment Y Import,  real estate   For the long-term to build business  

Ckfp1 Y Y   Y 
real estate, children's education, 

parents living expenses 

business investment, real estate, 

living expenses 
Not for the long-term 

Cko1 Y Y 
Living expenses, Business 

Investment 
Y 

Car, real estate, children's 

education, wife's handbags  
  For the long-term to build business  

Ckv4 Y Y 

Real estate investment, 

child's education, 

entertainment 

Y 
Real estate, Helping family's life 

expenses, child's education 

Real estate, living expenses, land, 

children's education, entertainment 
In the Foreseeable Future  

Ckf1 Y N Various Y Various Various, entertainment  3-5 years 

Ckw1 Y N N/A Y Life expenses    In the Foreseeable Future  

Ckv2 Y N No spending needs  Y down payment for real estate 
Living expenses, mortgage, down 

payment for real estate 
3-5 years 

Ccfp1 Y N Living Expenses N No Remittances Investing in Real Estate and Land Moved back to China 

Ckw3 Refused to Answer N/A   Y   Supporting family Undecided 

Ckv3 Y N 
(30wRMB/year) No 
spending needs, Real 

Estate, Fund investment  

Y 
Supporting parent's living 
expenses, sibling's mortgage and 

support other relatives  

supporting parents, child(ren)'s 
expenses 

Undecided 

Cko2 Y Y 
Living expenses, Business 

Investment 
Y Real estate 

Living expenses, mortgage, down 

payment for real estate 
For the long-term to build business  

Kus1 Y N/A   N/A     N/A 

C- Chinese National; K- Kenyan National (not included in most tables presented in the data analysis);  

c- In China; k - In Kenya; a- In other African countries; u- In the United States; o- Owner; w- Worker, private business by Chinese migrants; v- 

Worker, Chinese State Owned Enterprises (SOEs); f- Worker, Other Foreign Company; s- Scholar; p- Remittance Service Provider (e.g. Bank 

worker); 

1,2,3,4,etc.- Differentiates respondents of the same background. 
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